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NARROW ESCAPE
FROM DROWNING
Jelly New Year's Party at Parson
age—Social Life Starting in.
(S iM cial to M ain e W oods.)

Rangeley,
Jan. 6.—Miss Alitha
Childs entertained a jolly party of her
little friends at the parsonage New
Year’ s day in honor of her 12th birth
day. The time was pleasantly passed
in playing games. At a given signal
all joined in line and while Mrs. Childs
played a march the little guests passed
to the dining room where refreshments
of birthday cake and ice cream were
served. The birthday cake was very
attractive with its decorations of pink
amt the proper number of candles and
was made by Mrs. Phineas Tracy, who
assisted Mrs. Childs in entertaining
the party. Miss Alitha received many
nice gifts and all departed wishing her

many more Happy New Years. Those
present were: Elizabeth Oakes, Nadine
Hoar, Everdene Robbins, Elinor and
Olive Moore, Pauline Rector, Kathleen
Stewart, Bessie Huntoon, Laverna
Murphy, Leora Tomlinson, Alice Bar
rett, Cassie Nile, Isabell Russell, Ethel
Thibodeau, Marion Blanchard and
Marian Bean.
Mrs. Lero Toothaker has returned
from Lewiston where she has been
spending the past month with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Bennett.
Capt. F. C. Barker has gone to Flor
ida for a short stay.
Leon Robbins and E. I. Herrick have
been in Boston this week. It is rumor
ed they are much interested in automo
biles.
Mrs. F. B. Burns accompanied by
Miss Nadene Hoar drove to Haines
Landing the latter part of the week.
Miss Susie and Kathleen Stewart
were guests the past week of their
aunt, Mrs. Leeman Wilcox.
Ira Hoar and Charles Huntoon met
with a narrow escape last Friday which
they do not care to repeat immediately.
Their destination was the lumber
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DR. COLBY’S FINE NEW
HOME IN RANGELEY
Residence Purchased Late in Spring of G. A.
Proctor— Many Improvements Made— Dr.
Colby Has Many Years’ Experience.
Dec. 31.
Hebron in 1891. Next followed a two
The accompanying cut is a picture of years’ special scientific course at Bowthe fine residence of Dr. F. B. Colby, doin, also a two years’ medical course
purchased by him late in the spring of at Bowdoin. The last year of his med
G. A.'Proctor. The new place being ical course was taken at Dartmouth,
more centrally located, is on Lake receiving his M. D., from the latter
street just beyond the public library, institution in 1895.
and is much more convenient both for
The following year was spent in hos
the doctor and his patients.
pital work at the state farm at BridgeSince changing hands the building j water, Mass.
has been remodelled and altered to suit
For ten years he was identified with
the doctor’ s needs .The office and wait : the Boston Insane hospital. Next
ing room are very attractively fur i came two years' work at Highland
nished, access to the same being |Falls, N Y., which is the Post Town of
gained by a side entrance from the West Point, this being the last resivine-covered poich. This arrangement 1dence before coming to Rang eey.
is very convenient, allowing patients to
Although not specializing in any parcome and go without disturbance to the |titular branch he has had splendid sucfamily.
l cess treating pneumonia not having
The waiting room is well lighted Ilost a patient from the above disease
and supplied with comfortable chairs. j for eight years.
Magazines and other reading matter ! Dr. Colby is very public spirited being
are plentifully provided.
Opening di ] interested in whatever is best for the
rectly out of this room is the main o f ! town’s welfare. He is also deeply infice, a large room lighted by three win I terested in educational matters, servdows. The finish and decoration of the Iing for the past two years as superin-
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Your danger is that in your enthusiasm over the
autoloading principle, you may forget to insist on
getting the finest embodiment o f that principle—the
Remington-UMC Autoloading Shotgun.
The peculiar advantages o f the Remington-UMC are too
many to detail here. What you want to do is to get one
of the Remington-UMC dealers in this section to demon
strate them to you on the gun itself.

DR. F. B. COLBY’ S RESIDENCE.

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.

room is at once pleasing and restful. tendent of schools and he is always on
The woodwork is stained a warm brown the lookout for the best things. in the
and the paper and fixtures are in ex way of text books and apparatus for
cellent taste and keeping. At one side school work.
% is a large closet where extra supplies
He is a member of Oquossoc Lodge
and all materials needed by the doctor K. of P., Entwistle Lodge I. O.O. F.,
and was instrumental in starting
may be found.
Kemankeag Lodge A. F. and A. M., of
Several
changes
and
improvements
J
Mountain View* Maine
have also been made up stairs. Two 1which he is also a member.
For farther particulars write or address
large windows have been added, one of ! Mrs. Colby, who was MissJ Marie
which helps to light an extra room I Judge of Somerville, was formerly a
L. E. BOW LEY,
which has just been finished off. A , trained nurse and frequently assists
generous closet also a small toilet room the doctor on his long trips in the auto.
Mountain View,
»
*
*
Maine.
have been recently completed. T h e ! Often the little folks, of which there
doctor now has conveniences for the i are three, Fred, Beatrice and Kenneth
care of patients at his home should the j accompany him on his trips about
town.
necessity arrise.
G R A N T ’S C A M P S.
KEN N EB A G O , M A IN E
The doctor with his Ford machine is
Many
ingenious
conveniences
may
be
;
We do not approve of t h e hunters’ license this fall, but we do not
seen which are the doctors own handi among the last of the automobilists
believe that it will keep everyone out of Maine. Our camps will be open
work for he is rather skillful with tools seen in the fall, and he is generally one
all the season. Trains every day.
and delights in a bit of manual training of the first to be out in the spring, for
i’
he is a great advocate of the automo
when opportunity offers.
Fred Bennett Colby was born at bile as a means of getting about the
t
The most wonderful hunting in Maine is on the
*f Andover, Me., and was graduated from country.
New York

Mountain View House

f

BLA.KESLEE P R E SE R V E OF 30,000 ACRES.

We guarantee you a shot at a deer. Birds are more numerous than
ever before. If you want real hunting, write
JOE WHITE, Eustis, Maine, for booklet and particulars.
Skinner, Maine after O ctober 1.

Where Are You Planning to Spend
Your Vacation the Coming Season?
Do you know that the RANGELEY LAKES AND DEAD
folVER REGION situated on a high tableland in northern MAINE,
is an ideal country in the SUMMER SEASON, being about 2,000
feet above the sea level with magnificent mountain scenery,
spring water, pure air, and the best o f accommodations, from a
Palatial, fashionable hotel to the modest but clean and comfortable
fog cabin.

The SANDY RIVER « RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
Publishes a booklet descriptive of this territory, which contains a
ueat little map of this whole region. It is yours for the asking.
Address

F. N. B E R L , G. P. A.,

Musician—Poet— Philosopher

For nearly . half a century, in the
quiet and secluded western part of
the town of Phillips, Daniel Frank
lin Hodges has made his home. A
man of keen intellect, of extraordi
nary talents, reaching almost the high
plane of genius, he has lived among
us. Hig Quiet life and retiring dispo
sition have not reflected the mental
capacity of the man. It has been only
occasionally, from intimate conversa
tion with him or from his writings,
that we have caught glimpses of the
wrorking of his marvelous mind. Even
then we have failed to appreciate his
real worth. Now that he has gone
from us wre look back over his career;
we read again with keener discern
ment his gems of verse; we glance
own failure in reaching the coveted
his composition; we recall his lucid
talks about authors and their works,
his logical reasoning on evolution

DANIEL FRANKLIN HODGES

N Y way you look at it, the Autoloader is th’e
highest development in m odem shotgun
design. It puts five loads at your disposal by
merely pressing the trigger. It puts the recoil to useful
Work—to eject the empty and slip in the fresh shell.
It saves the gunner’s shoulder—rids his sport of
annoyances—increases his shooting average.
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i

AUTOLOADING
SHOTGUNS »
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299 Broadway

DANIEL

Phillips, Maine.

camps at Macy Junction, where they
both have interests and as they had a
small load of supplies to carry started
to cross the lake with a pung and pair
of horses. They followed the shore for
some distance measuring the ice at in
tervals and when nearly opposite Ross
Cove found it to be se\en inches thick.
They had gone about 15 rods and start
ed to cross when one side of the pung
broke through. Mr. Huntoon jumped
out onto the ice but Mr. Hoar was
plunged in way up to his arms his over*,
coat catching onto the pung in such a
way as to hold him down and it was
some few seconds before he could ex
tricate himself. The horses were both
drowned but their bodies were immedi
ately recovered as was the pung, robes
and supplies. It is rather a singular
BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS wanted. Dovote Bpare.tirae or all
next summer gathering them. I pay almost market prices.
~
worth several dollars. Profitable, interesting, healthful and
work for outdoor people.
Prepare now and be ready for
.
‘ ‘ SPRING.'» Send 2c stam p for valuable information, and beginners get instructions. JAMES SINCLAIR, Entomologist, Dept. 9
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

coincidence that the horses both of
whose names were Harry, were owned
by C. F. Huntoon and Dana Hinkley.
The horses were half brothers and
when young colts ran in the same box
stall together, and met their death at
the same time being 18 years of age.
The lake is very treacherous this year
freezing only a little when a heavy
snow covered the ice forming a heavy
blanket which prevents the ice from
thickening.
Misses Miriam and Lucille Huntoon
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Amos
Ellis the past week.
The village schools opened Monday,
the same teachers returning and occu
pying the same boarding places as last
year.
Mrs. H, C. Riddle and Miss Marjorie
Oakes returned Friday night from a
trip to Boston.
(Continued on page 5.)

on the immortality of the soul, and
we are /impressed with the fact that
here indeed was a rare and remark°ble man.
Were he living today his extreme
modesty would not sanction such
eulogy as appears to the writer to be
his just due. He was a modest and
unassuming man, yet he was intense
ly human. Though he seldom refer
red to his own achievements, and was
far from begging appreciation of his
efforts, yet no man ever enjoyed more
than he an encouraging word of appre
ciation from his friends. His friend
ships were not of the hasty ready
made variety, but when once formed
loyalty was his watchword. He was
at all times and in all places a gen
tleman, courteous, kindly, sympa
thetic and solicitous for the comfort
of those about him.
His boyhood and school days were
spent along the Kennebec River, prin
cipally in and about Hallowell, Maine.
He often visited in after life these
early haunts. He talked about them
and wrote about them, gome of the
tenderest thoughts ever expressed by
him in writing were suggested by
these early scenes.
Daniel F. Hodges, first of all, was a
musician. Early in life he became
conscious of his own natural, musical
talent. He decided upon music as a
vocation. He took up its systematic
study with all his energy. It was to
be his life-work and for that reason
alone a superficial knowledge would
not satisfy him. He must know it
thoroughly.
Under that celebrated
master, B. F. Baker, he worked him
self into the very front rank of the
great composers of the day. He col
laborated with men whose names have
long been familiar in every musical
circle.
Some of the works thus
brought out were: “Jubilant Voices”
by B. I*1. Baker and D. F. Hodges;
“Sacred Crown” ‘ by Hodges and Fos
ter; “Golden Sunbeams” by Hodges
and Tenney; "Anthem Offerings” by
Hodges, Foster and Tenney; “The
Dulcet,” well known and enjoyed by
many present-day singers, by Hodges
and Marshall. He brought out him
self: “Graded Anthems,”
“Hodges
Anthems”
and
“Graded
Singing
School,” all books of much merit and
appreciated greatly by both trained
and untrained singers. “Rebecca,” a
cantata written by him and published
in 1883, was well received ‘by music
lovers and remains popular to the
present day. Space permits mention
here of only a few of his composi
tions. Song after song was written
by him, both sacred and secular. A
few of these were:— “Lingering Mem
ories,” “After Many Days,” “Father
Keep Us,” “Sweetly Dream Love,”
and “Cast Thy Bread on the Waters.”
No more beautiful Christmas anthem
was ever written than his “Calm on
the Listening Ear of Night.”
His ability as a successful composer
was assured. He had every reason to
believe that he had chosen wisely his
vocation, when alas! the great Bos
ton fire of 1872, in a few hours, de
stroyed all that he had accomplished
(CoaRJtouea on pnge eight).
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THE NEWFOUNDLAND CARIBOU.

ON HER VACATION

ROADS WILL DEVELOP
NORTHERN MAINE

When Col. Roosevelt and his son, Observant Eyes of a Rockland Woman
Kermit, were on their Africian hunt
Note Interesting Things—Portland’s
and the first instalment of the colonel’s
Construction of the one-hundred-mi!e
Lights, for Instance
’ hunting articles were appearing in
electric railroad through Aroostook
magazine form with numerous illustra
county forest wilderness from Wash
Six
tions, an English sportsman, A Radburn westward, for which permission
Many
times
have
I
heard
persons
Quick
cliffe Dugmore, had the great imperti
to
build has just been granted by the
S h o ts! nence to publish a variety o f photo say, after reading of floods, cyclones
and earthquakes, “ Oh, well, I guess railroad commissioners of Maine, is of
graphs of African game which put
shotgun is a fine-appearing, beautifully-balanced gun. without
ittle old Maine is a pretty good place great importance to Maine,not only be
any objectionable humps or bumps; no holes on top for gas to blow out through or water to get in ; thoie of the Roosevelt party distinctly
cause it is part o f a great transconti
can’t freeze up with rain, snow or sleet; its solid steel breech (not a shell of wood) permits a
thoroughly symmetrical gun without sacrificing strength or safety; it is the safest breech-loading
n the shade. The subsequent cinemat to live in after all ”
nental system, and will create new busi
shotgun ever built.
I always echo this sentiment after
It is Hammerlesa with Solid Steel Breech (inside as well as out)— Solid Top—Side Ejection ograph pictures taken by the Rainey
ness in that way, but also because, via
•—Matted Barrel (which costs $1.00 extra on other guns)—Press Button Cartridge Release—(to party may, in turn, have surpassed taking one of my rare vacation trips,
the Bangor & Aroostook railroad, it
remove loaded cartridges quickly from magazine without working through action) Double Extrac
tors—Take-Down Feature—Trigger and Hammer Safety. Handles rapidly ; guaranteed in shoot those of Mr. Dugmore, yet as individu for though I enjoy to the utmost every will furnish an all-rail outlet for the
ing ability: price standard Grade “ A ” 12-gauge gun, $22.60 ; 16-gauge, $24.00.
al pictures his still stand unrivaled. In moment of both travel and visit, yet richest lumber track in New England,
Send 3 stamps postage for big catalog describing all
•77„
Blazon repeating shotguns (hammer and hammer7/U U ttii S/TVOrmS U l, due time Mr. Dugmore wrote a book, home and home faces look good to me will transport supplies and products to
less), all /M arfanrepeating rifles, etc. Do it now 1
Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.
“ Camera Adventures in the African after being hustled, jostled, jammed and from a region that is fabulously
Wild, ” though he is keener with his and elbowed by hordes of strangers, all rich in water-power and fertile farm
GAME SHIPMENT OVER B. & A.
pen. Now he has brought out another intent on business of their own, and lands. The road will pass almost
ORIGINAL “ ROVER” IS
book, “ The Romance of the Newfound caring not one whit whether the lone wholly through a wilderness.
After
LOST BY SONG WRITER Total game shipments over the Ban land Caribou” ($3.75: Lippincott.) and stranger comes out of the melee dead! leaving
Washburn, it passes through
or alive, whole or infragments.
Wade and Portage L?ke, and does not
gor & Aroostook for the season of 1913 in it he gives the results o f nine suc
\V
-----------cessive
seasons
spent
in
studying
these
I had thought for some time that j strike another settlement
until it
“ What d'ye mean yer lost yer dog? amounted to 2633 deer, 58 moose and 10
strange animals on their native bar Rockland was afflicted with more than , reaches the Province o f Quebec. In
Thus wrote Tommy Allen, the Malden bear. The table showing the receipts
rens.
her fair share of brown tail moths, but |the 78th mile, the road will cross the Alsong writer, taking for his inspiration for each of the three months of the sea
To-day the number o f persons who I changed my mind between Damaris : lagash at the foot of Long Lake on a
son
has
just
been
compiled
by
the
pas
his dog Rover.
take astounding pictures of wild ani cotta and Bath, for 1 found trees load-; bridge 25 feet in height
From the
But yesterday fiction changed to senger department of the Bangor &
mals
has grown large, so that Mr. Dug ed with nests of enormous size, and not Allagash to the St. John, it runs north
fact. Rover was lost and all Allen’s Aroostook. The game receipts at the
more, perhaps, cannot be declared in a only choke cherry and thorn bushes west, and at Township 12 Range 15„
friends were solicited to get busy and various stations along the B. & A. this
class
altogether by himself.
But cer principally, as in our own town, but crosses on a 40 foot trestle.
year showed a falling off over last sea
search for the much wanted animal.
tainly he is one of those few who have other trees, even including oaks, were
son.
The
total
for
1912
was
3093
deer,
That portion of the new road in
FRIENDS SUSPECT JOKE.
97 moose and 66 bear. According to been at the game longest and who have loaded also. If each nest produces even Maine will require about 1600 acres of
Allen’s friends thought that he was
Mr. Houghton, the passenger traffic gotten the most conspicuous results. 25 caterpillars—and some are said to land for right of way, and will cost
putting over another joke on them.
manager o f the railroad, one of the There may be equally good pictures of produce more than 100—there will not [ $3,300,000 to build. The two bridges,
And so when he importuned the men
chief causes of the falling off in the some other animals, but without much be a green leaf left in their path. And across the St. John and Allagash will
and boys he knew to get on the trail of
receipts has been the fact that there doubt there have never before been just here occurs a query over which I cost $40,000 and $80,000 respectively.
the lost bulldog, they told Allen to go
have been fewer out-of the-state hun reproduced—or taken for that matter— have pondered for more than a year. All preliminaries will have been at
hunt himself.
ters this season on account of the in such pictures of the caribou as appear The city orders us all to destroy the tended to this winter and next springIt was no joke and for two days
nests on our respective farms and
creased license fee. The table as pre in this book.
will see the beginning of the construc
“ Tommy” kept to the trail. Late yes
Mr. Dugmore is one of that growing plots, and it sends a gang of men each
pared in the passenger department
tion of the longest electric railroad ever
terday afternoon his efforts were re
gives the receipts for each station for class of hunters who carry no firearms year to destroy those along the high built in Maine, and, since the construc
warded. On pleasant street, Malden,
each month of the season and the tot- and “ get” all their trophies with the way, but makes no mention of the land tion of the Bangor & Aroostook, the
he saw the puppy being led by a
camera. Although he cannot justly be belonging to the railroad, which adjoins
I als.
biggest piece o f railroad work of any
strange man, and immediately started
called an unusually facile writer, his the property of many citizens. Of
In hot pursuit. The stranger claimed It is interesting to note the comparison accounts of his “ hunts” and of the what use is it for you or me, or any one kind in the state.
the dog was his. Allen thought other of total receipts for each month of the habits of the caribou cannot fail to ap in fact, to go carefully over our trees,
The country to be opened is expected
wise, but after an arbitration meeting, two seasons, this year and last which peal to any sportsman at all interested
to rival the rapid and extensive de
and
later
find
the
bushes
on
the
rail
Allen gave up $1 as a compromise, and are as follows: 1913—October, 376 in big game. Undoubtedly the most
Land
road back of the place, literally swarm velopments of Millinocket.
returned home to his wife with the pet deer, five bear; November, 1452 deer, remarkable of the pictures in the pres
values
have
already
gone
up,
lists
of
ing with browntail caterpillars?
26 moose, four bear; December 805
animal.
owners of land along the right of way
ent book is that of two caribou stags
Isn’ t it rather discouraging? This
“ Little Rover,” as he is known about deer, 32 moose and one bear. For 1912 engaged in such a combat as some
have been secured, water powers have
was my experience last year, and 1
the section of Fellsway, East Malden, —October, 543 deer, 14 moose, 18 bear;
been inspected and sites of proposed
times
causes
the
death
of
both
through
found quarts of crawling creatures
where the Allens live, has had a check November, 1689 deer, 25 moose, 13 bear;
towns
roughly fixed upou.
the hopeless interlockir g of their horns. within two rods of my own bushes and
ered career. He has been a source of December, 861 deer, 57 moose, 35 bear.
If
there
are
any
other
living
men
who
Those
who are conversant with thetrees. The results are to be plainly
The f o l l o w i n g are the game receipts
inspiration for song writers of Boston
have witnessed such a combat in the seen, as even my raspberry and black plans of the company and the country
since his advent into the Allen home. for the season at the various stations
open they must be few indeed, and the berry bushes are bearing a plentifu] i through which the road is to pass are
He managed to stray away from home along the line of the Bagor & Aroos
account of the manner in which Mr. crop of the nests this winter.
Hence confident that the population of this
a few months ago, and the next day took railroad.
Dugmore finally got the picture is al my interrogative frame of mind.
tract and its business interest will be
Deer.
Moose
Bear
appeared Allen’ s song, “ What D ’ye
f
most
as
interesting
as
the
picture
it
so
important that the partition of
1
Mean Yer Lost Yor Dog?” It did not Frankfort
Can’ t we induce the railroad people
self. And then there is one more fas
Arv CitOOc county, which is about as
2
Hudson
take long for Allen’s friends to get to
to make an effort in our behalf—and
cination to the book—that of reopen
large As the state of Massachusetts,
2
know the peculiar traits of Rover, and South Lagrange
incidentally in their own as well—and
ing
the
never-to
be-^ettled
question
of
will become an administrative neces
Old
Town
15
soon “ Has Anyone Here Seen Rover?”
co-operate with us to the extent of at
\
the
perfect
camping
kit.
The
perfect
sity.
The whole country is within 500
Alton
17
took the music-lovers by storm.
least destroying the nests along the i
camping
kit
will
never
be
achieved
un
miles
of
the most congested population
Rand
Cove
34
Allen is well known in New England
track nearest to our orchards, gardens,
til the circle is squared and perpetual
area on the continent. The market for
4
and New York state for his popular Lagrange
etc.? If they would do this we could
motion solved, but every sportsman
everything that can be raised or manu
11
songs, among them being the late hit, Milo
go about the work of extermination on
! has hia own pet theories and there is
factured is almost at the door.
1
“ In the Heart of the City That Has No Brownville
our own premises with a more cheer-1
jnfailing
interest
in
reading—and
pos
22
Heart.” He is employed as a violinist Schoodic
3
ful face, feeling that this rather dis
sibly proudly condemning—the theories
WHERE THE PICKEREL WENT.
at a Malden theatre, formerly being West Seboeis
22
agreeable work is not being done in
employed at a Boston playhouse.—Bos Norcross
30
2 of others.
vain.
ton Post.
Millinocket
' 53
3
Now I will leave my essay on entorr. ; The mystery of why he never got a
The above appeared in a recent issue Grindstone
30
2
GOOD HUNTING IN DAKOTA.
ology and skip back to what I was go- I “ catch” from a pond that he had
of the Boston Post, and refers to the Davidson
139
1
2
stocked heavily with pickerel has been
ing to say in the first place.
little pup that Mr. and Mrs. Allen Stacyville
12
solved by W. F. Symes, a prominent
The biggest prairie chicken and duck
When I have returned from a jaunt
brought with them when they came to Sherman
48
1
And the
\crop ever reported is the story told by and begin to relate my adventures, I resident of East Billerica.
Phillips this summer for their vacation. Crystal
41
1
j
game wardens and sportsmen from alj always find many friends—-persqns solving of the mystery has direct bear
Tne Post is a little late in publishing Island Falls
1
North Dakota this year. The early whose own travels can be estimated ing on i wo fine otter pelts, of which
the story (as well as Maine Woods is Oakfield
41
season was dry and the birds hatched by hundreds of miles, while my own Mr. Symes is now the possessor.
sometimes) as this occurred several Ludlow
44
Some months ago Mr. Symes placed a
well. They are well matured and might be summed up in rods by com
weeks ago, at the time of the Harvard New Limerick
7
large quantity o f pickerel in the pond
strong on the wing.
parison—who have never seen some of j
Yale game. Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field Houlton
2
The sportsmen of the state, with the things which interested me most, on his estate. Then he fished many,
of Phillips were in Boston for that Littleton
15
the assistance of the game wardens, i and in many cases they did not even I many times, without landing a single
2
event and were calling on Mrs. Allen Montic«llo
1
pickerel.
Recently a friend from
have been doing considerable educa |know of their existence.
When Mr. Allen returned home with Bridgewater
21
Maine
who
was
visiting Mr Symes ad
tional work this year in regard to law
their pet, much to the delight of his Mars Hills
One of the most interesting sights vised him to set traps around the pond
9
1
observance, and there is a better senti
wife who was pretty well broken up Presque Isle
11
near Boston is to be found in the Uni
Mr. Symes acted on the tip andona '
ment in this respect than usual.
over her loss. The cut accompanying Caribou
versity Museum over in Cambridge. recent morning was rewarded with two
10
Under the new game laws, in addi
the article was a very good likeness of New Sweden
Great branches apparently torn from otters. One measured three feet and
2
tion to the chief wardens of each dis
the dog.
the bushes; little sprays, carefully four inches from tip to tip, whiL the
Stockholm
1
trict, there are district wardens in
I plucked—case after case of these are other was over four feet from tip to
South bebec
11
each judicial district. This makes the
displayed, all looking as if freshly tip. Both had grown plump from the
Foxcroft
3
more compact territory and places the
gathered, and all made entirely of eating of Mr. Symes’ pickerel.
2
Sangerville
wardens in closer and more intimate
glass and colored to imitate nature.
5
Guilford
touch with conditions. Many shooters
Monson Jet.
2
The sight would be sufficiently inter
from other states are making inquiries
8
Monson
and applications for non-resident li esting were only fami.iar plants repre
11
1
Blanchard
sented, but there are also branches of
censes.
72
Shirley
clove, cinnamon, cotton, etc., besides
« . W. PICKKL,
Greenville
115
dozens of other southern plants.
TAXIDERMIST
2
Brownville Jet. 547
I find Bostonians who know nothing , Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing TsAIa
5
Indian y ocoasine. Baskets and Souvenirs.
Iron Works
of all these things which lie at their RANGELEY,
MAINI
East Millinocket 39
2
1
very doors, neither were they aware
Patten
430
24
1
that in an adjoining wing o f the build
“ Monmouth Momisias”
Maine W ood s conducts a first- Smyrna Mills
13
ing, which is devoted principally to
They are made for
Millman
38
geological specimens, are displayed
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
class Job Department. It is well Howe Brook
Carry
Pond,
Dec.
27,
1913.
59
1
Known the world over for excel
many of our Maine gems, both cut and
59
To the Editor o f Maine Woods:
1
lence. Illustrated catalogue freeequipped with modern type and Griswold
uncut, among which are some of the
Henry J. Lane has his ice all cut and
227
1
Masardis
M. L. UETCHELL CO.,
most beautiful tourmalines I have ever
machinery, and is in charge o f Squa Part
packed and has about 65 cords of wood
8
.
.
.
Main*
seen.
-j Monmouth,
hauled
for
his
camps.
He
is
now
mov
Ashland
162
17
experienced men.
In a great many points 1 find Maine
ing to Brigg’s Landing, where he will
Portage
93
not such a long distance behind her sis- ;
RODS AND SNOWSHOES
No matter what you need in Winterville
occupy his house there for the winter.
93
Herman Harlow is expected to be ter states, and when I beheld Portland j
Fort Kent
53
the way o f Job Printing, you
I make Rangeley wood and split
care-taker at the Carry Pond camps |by night and looked from Muiijoy Hill
Easton
2
bamboo rods for fly fishing and trollingdown
the
long
rows
of
lights
on
Con
this
winter.
Mapleton
3
■end it to
Rods to let. Snowshoes to order.
On the evening of December 24, a gress street, my first thought was,
Grand Isle
1
E. T. HOAR, Rangeley, Me.
party of ladies and gentlemen from ‘Maine is ahead of Massachusetts for
St. John
8
the logging camps nearby met at once. There are no such lights as this
St. Francis
2
Henry Lane’s house to have a dance. in all Boston. ”
FREE INFORMATION ON HOWTO
3093
Total for 1913
97
66 I Mr. Henderson of Bingham was the
Really it is worth the trip to Portland DO TAN NIN G-Send for our ilh»*
T >tal for 1912
2633
58
10 violinist, with Miss Stella Hill of Mos just to see those two miles or more of trated circulars; on taxidermist work,
Phillips, Maine
cow and “ Billie” Bowers at the piano. illuminated street. “ Truly,” I thought, custom tanning and manufacturing *4
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
IN A very enjoyable time was reported.
“ Little Old Maine is a pretty good ladies’ furs, robes, coats, rugs, glove*
MAINE WOODS. LOW ADVER
place to live in after all.
Adella F. and mittens, from the tr»}fer lc
TISING RATESSUBSCRIBiE FOR MAINE WOODS* Veazie.' in Courier and Gazette.
er. W. W. Weaver, Reading, Mich.
\
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sports, who liked to hunt and fish. A
Mr. Drake was one and the others I
have forgotten as I was only ten years
old. Well after I grew up and was
married, I still liked guns and dogs and
somehow or other I have a man who is
a real lover of the same dear things,
only he is a trapper, too. I picked up
a part starved collie and a what fcr a
father as Mr. Slocum says, and he was
the finest rabbit dog we ever owned
and we have owned many. Hej.would
weigh about 65 or 75 pounds. Well,
A n d to b a cco cannot keep fresh after it is cu t up, any talk of a sled dog, he was fine.
better than bread o r m eat can. T o get fresh tobacco,
The first time I hitched him up, he
you m ust cu t it o ff the plug yourself, just before it goes balked and lagged behind. I said to
into y ou r pipe. T h a t’s the w a }' y o u use Sickle tob a cco—
my husband, “ I am going to have a
that's the reason it bu m s slow ly, and alw ays affords y o u fine dog out of him. ” He laughed and
said, “ He won’t pull the empty sled.”
a cool, sw eet, satisfying sm oke.
“ Well you wait,” I said. You see
T o b a c c o that com es already cut-up, in packages, gets most men want everything to work the
dry and stale— b u m s fast and hot, and bites your first time or beat it almost to death.
tongue. T h e original flavor and moisture can n ot escape Now I don’ t believe in that and there
from the Sickle plug— they are pressed in and kept in was never anything but my word to
teach my dog, I used no whip or stick.
by the natural lea f w rapper.
I scolded and he wiggled his ears. A
More tobacco— fresh tobacco— no package to pay for — no dog will feel lots worse by scolding
waste — that’s Sickle tobacco. Get a plug at your dealer’s today. than to beat them. 1 have seen some
beaten up so that their legs were sore.
I never whip except in extreme cases,
never while I drive them.
Well this pup soon learned who'was
kind. He could haul me and keep up a
steady trotting but let anyone shoot
I had to hold him tight as he would go
like the wind and he never minded my
weight at all, which was 98 pound3The next spring we moved to Delano,
Wright County and I contracted to
plant pickles for gardening. I got my
neighbor to make me a pair of shafts
and I then hitched my dog up to a
wagon. Well I had a little horse of my
own right there. He had hauled a load
Another Bear Story When Oquos- sors, could farther make known her that summer of 150 pounds and he was
rather obvious intentions dropped her
small only 65 or 75 pounds himself and
soc Man Kills Two.
with a well aimed bullet.
He then
he averaged from 75 to 100 every day
killed the cub and is thinking of having
except Sundays for three months stea
a
couple
of
rugs
made
from
the
skins.
Oquossoc, Dec. 26.—George W. Fandy.
joy, better known as “ Fan,” killed
Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Kipp were the
Well here comes a strong dog, a col
two bears Wednesday, near Camp No. guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Temple
lie, running the neighbor’s pigs at
Cupsuptic, says the Sun. These ton on Christmas day.
night so 1 collar him, advertise him but
were the three bears which Jim Stew
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Thomas enter no one calls, so doggie is mine. He is a
art and Jim Mathieson chased last tained Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Hayford at
big fellow, sable and white and a beau
week; only as it transpired afterwards dinner on Christmas day.
ty, but oh, that grub basket of his.
there were, only two bears instead of
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Weld, who are He almost ate me out of house and
three.* One was a young female and
spending the winter in camp at Green- home in the time that I had him but he
the other, which Jim Stewart wounded
vale were the guests of the former’s earned some of it. I harnessed him up
in the leg, her last spring cub. Both
sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. W. alone at first and then ahead of mine
were small and thin, but the former
A. Tibbetts.
but the little fellow would jump on him
had her full share of female crankiness,
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Blodgett spent and fight when I put doggie ahtad, so
and made up in spirit what she lacked
in size. Having put three full grown the day with the latter’s son, Ara Ross I used Tiger for my leader and I had a
fine tandem team of dogs. Many was
men to rout she seemed to think her and family at the village.
The families of Clarence Whittier, |the laugh I got because I was a woman
self a match for almost anything the
woods might hold, and after hiding her C. S. Hill, and D. A. Bickford all had but shucks, I loved my dogs and I loved
wounded offspring under a root, started Christmas trees for the children; and ! my work so it was no one’s business if
out for the next worlds to conquer, not Mrs. J. J. Cote and Mrs. H. C. Morton ! I drove dogs, mules or what. I always
waiting for trouble, but boldly and were each the recipient of a fine gold rode home but you must remember
bearishly going to meet it. Fanjoy. watch and chain which were presented these hauls were over good roads with
|sidewalk part way.
who although hot on their trail, still by their husbands.
At
Rangeley
village
two
teams
were
I could write lots more but I only
considered himself the pursuer, was all
at once confronted by Mother Bruin, required to handle the mail from the wanted to impress on some minds,
don’ t whip unless you have to and kind
flancmg at him over a fallen tree, with station to the postoffice on Christmas
evening,
and
it
was
11
o'clock
before
it
ness will do, and don’ t load too heavy
front paws on the trunk, and a very un
at first and be sure you get a dog with
becoming smile upon her face.
“ Fan’ was all distributed.
collie breeding and treat them good for
A
foot
of
snow
fell
during
Tuesday
hastily pulled off a rnitten with his
when they are broke, they make a true
teeth, and before madam, who doubt night and Wednesday morning.
team or teams.—Mrs. Aug. Andresen,
Mrs.
L.
E.
Bowley
of
Mountain
View
less expected to see him rush down the
(Minn.,) in Hunter, Trader, Trapper.
mountain in the track of his predeces House has returned from a visit of two
months’ duration in Washington, D. C.,
New York and New Jersey.
FISHING.
W. A. Tibbitts shot two foxes Christ
mas day which he got with the aid of a
fox hound. The hound then started on I ’ve wandered about after salmon and
trout,
TIME TABLE
the trail of a third and at this writing
And I ’ ve landed me many a beauty;
has
not
returned
and
it
is
feared
he
In Effect, December 15th, 1913.
may be l£»3t as he was last seen pursu But I’ ve ruined my life for I ’ ve lost my
friend wife,
ing
his quarry across the big lake.
STRONG
‘Cause I didn't attend to my duty.

Tobacco, Like Food, Must Be
Fresh To Be Good

3 Ounces

Slice it as
use
it

10c

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

PASSENGER TR AIN S leave Strong fo r Farmw*ton, at 6 23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M .; fo r Phillips
»t 12-31 p. M. and 6.47 P, M. and fo r Rangeley at
y7 P. M. and fo r Kingfield and Bigelow at 5-50
PASSENGER TRAIN S arrive at Strong from
Pytmingbon at 12.31 P. M. and 5.47 P. M.; from
Phillips at 6.23 A. M.; and from Rangeley and
Phillips at 1.37 P. M.; and Bigelow and Kingfield
■•t1.25 P. M.
MIXED TRAINS leave Strong for Farmington
*18.45 A. M.; and fo r Kingfield at 6.60 P. M.
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strong from Phil
ips at 8.45 A. M .-, from Kingfield at 2.10 P. M.
Wd from Farmington at 11.46 A. M.

PHILLIPS
PASSENGER T R A IN leaves Phillips for
farmington, at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M.; fo r
wigeley at 6.15 P. M.
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives at Phillips from
hrmington at 12.53 P. M. and 6.10 P. M .;from
Mnjretey at 12.20 P. M.
MlXEl) TRAIN leaves Phillips for Farmingal: 7.80 A. M and fo r Rangeley at 7.40 A. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Phillips from Farm'tfton at 2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P. M.

RANGELEY
PASSENGER TR A IN leaves Rangeley for
jAntiington at 10.40 A . M.; and arrives from
farmington at 8.00 P. M.
MIXED TKAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15
* • and leaves for Phillips at 10.55 A. M.

SALEM
PASSENGER TR A IN
Farmington at 12.50 P.
, *L™jl3'?t°n and Strong
■ MIXED TRAIN leaves
Farmington at 1.15 P.
strong at 6.25 P. M.

I

leaves fo r Strong and
M.; and arrives from
at 2.28 P. M.
Salem fo r Strong and
M .; and arrives from

KINGFIELD

PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Kingfield fo r
armington at 12.40 P. M .; and arrives from
r»rmtngton and Strong at 2.50 P. M., and from

at 4-50 P- M-

MIXED TRAIN leaves Kingfield for Bigelow
A. M. and fo r Strong at 12.35 P. M.
Mixed TRAIN arrives from Bigelow at 11.30
“ •and from Strong at 6.50 P. M.

BIGELOW
TRAIN leaves Bigelow fo r Strong
,“4 Farmington at 10.00 A. M., and arrives from
at 9 1BA. M.
n ENGER TRAIN arrives from Farmington
C Strong at 3.43 P. M .jand leaves for K ing
e d at 4.00 P. M.

F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.

A

And many a hike have I taken for pike,
And got home loaded well In the
gloaming;
And many a row has there been, I
trow,
All because of my penchant for roam
ing.

W O M A N ’ S OPINION.

One has to have Collie breed in dogs
to make good sled dogs. Now a few
may laugh at a woman giving her ideas
but I want to impress upon you all that
I am a woman of the out doors and
from a child up I have owned guns and
dogs. When I was a child I used to
own a Cocker Spaniel. He was a fine
little fellow and I taught him to travel
up and down between the rows of corn
in the summer. I drove him like my
brother did his horses and by fall he
got to know what gee and haw meant
like a horse. That winter I hitched
him to a sled. I used a breast plate
like one on a single driving harness for
a buggy horse and I find they can pull
a great deal if it doesn’t get too high
or too low with the tugs about on the
shoulder, where the flat part is. You
can soon learn if you watch a dog lie
down and measure with the eye the
side of the shoulder. It is about three
to four inches where the tug must go.
Well as I said, I used him on a sled and
would go any place. Of course I was
young and so didn’ t leave the road. He
was a dandy and not much larger than
an Airedale dog. Well some mean cur
of a man threw him over Willow River
Dam in Wisconsin, as that is where I
lived then.
My father watched the place. It was
owned by St. Paul business men and

And many a glass have I tipped to the
bass
; Who has kept me out late by his
gameness,
I And many the word havre I dreamily
|
heard
That annoyed me because of its
sameness.
j
j

And many a head have I carried to bed
All because I was bound to^go fishing.
Why can’ t it be done without getting a
“ bun?”
But it cannot, so what’s the use wish
ing.—By Fisher in Forest and
Stream.

TART on your fall hunt supplied with Peters Shells—the
ammunition that you can always depend on for shooting
quality and results.

S

It is not necessary to use high-priced ammunition to win success
at the traps or in the field.

“ STEEL WHERE STEEL BELONGS”

S H O T CUN SH ELLS
give real and complete satisfaction, but their cost is within the reach of
all. Barton Lewis won the U. S. Amateur Championship at Dayton, O.,
June 17, 1913, scoring 195 out of 200 with Peters “ Target” —medium
priced shell for Bulk Smokeless. Chas. A. Young won the Professional
Championship of the United States, scoring 197 out of 200 with Peters
“ High Gun” —medium priced Shell for Dense Smokeless.
Say PETERS when buying ammunition for your next tournament or hunt.
Sportsmen’ s Handy Book, with 1913 Game Laws. FREE for the asking.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO
Branches:

NEW YORK

NEW ORLEANS

SAN FRANCISCO

G EN U IN E [P A L M E R
W aterp roof, Oil Tan Moccasins
Tanned and m anufactured by the
original J O H N P A L M E R who
for over thirty years has m ade
the best moccasins in N orth
Am erica.
In complete assortment for immediate
delivery.
TRADE

M ARK

Catalogue on request
SOLE AGENT FOR U.S.A.

CLARK-HUTCHINSON
COMPANY, b o s t o n , m a s s .
as compared with 120,000 in 1912. New
sheds were constructed over the pools,
a new ice house'was built, and thejresidence was improved by the installation
of water and a cement cellar.
The troughs at the hatchery were
changed over so that there are now 24
nstead of 16 as before. The improve
ments and additions make the hatchery
one of the best if not the very best in
the state, according to Supt. Stanley.
After the election of officers and the
reports, Chairman J. S. P. H. Wilson
of the Fish and Came Commission
spoke on the work of the hatcheries
and on kindred topics.
The result of the election follows:
President, Jerry Murphy; secretary,
Ora Towle; treasurer; D. E. Parlin.

without any preservative, but it must
be so packed that it will not become dry
in transit.
A NATURE STORY.

Samuel Simpson of near Hopewell,
while walking to Nineveh scared a flock
of quail, which flew up from almost un
der his feet. He glanced at the ground
and saw an unusually large copperhead
snake in his path. He noticed that
about midway along the snake’s body
was a large swelling.
Simpson picked up a piece of fence
rail and killed the snake. As he struck
the death blow he was startled by a
whirring rush and another quail flew
from near his feet. He now saw a
long slit where the bulge had been in
the snake. Evidently the snake had
THE PRESERVATION OF FISHES.
swallowed the bird just before. In the
fight the quail had burst the snake and
flown away.—Washington, (Pa.) Story
Kill the fish in the preserving fluid—
in the Pittsburg Gazette.
a solution of one part of Formaldehyde
(Formalin) and from 20 to 30 parts of
water. A small amount of Formalin MAKE RULES FOR CHAUFFEURS MORE
RIGID.
should then be injected into the body
cavity of fishes over six inches in
length, or a slit should be made on the
We recommend that the Maine Auto
ventral surface. The Formalin injec mobile association, at its annual meet
ted should be diluted with from four to ing, take up the question of chauffeurs’
ten times its volume, If kept cool, the licenses. Something more than $2.00
Formalin penetrates rapidly, and quite should be required before a license is
large specimens can be preserved with issued. There snould be some suitable
out injection on the ventral slit.
For examination to determine moral, men
malin can be had in almost every drug tal, physical and mechanical fitness be
store. For temporary work it is better fore a license is issued, and every per
than alcohol, is cheaper and is much son driving a motor vehicle should have
and wear a badge to show that he has
more easy to handle.
If fishes die in water, and remain in a license. —Maine Farmer.
it some time afterwards, they do not
Whenever you write to one of oui
make good specimens. To ship speci
mens of fishes, they should each be advertisers, don’t forget to meation
It la Important t®
wrapped with muslin or cheese-cloth, Maine Woods.
to prevent their rubbing each other or yo,u to dq so; Important to us and
being rubbed by the container. If the the advertiser naturally wants t®
fish is once cured, it can be shipped know where you found hi« name

T H E

THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
(Published weekly,

Established 1874.)

Subscription $4. a year, $2. fo r 6 m onths: Sam ple cop y free i f yon mention Maine W ood s

FISHERMEN ELECTED OFFICERS.

The Lake Auburn Fish Protective
Association unanimously re-elected its
officers at a recent meeting, held in
the Auburn Board of Trade rooms.
In spite of the coldness of the weath
er there wss a fair attendance and the
meeting proved interesting. Supt. J.
F. Stanley of the Fish Hatchery read
his report. According to the report
there were 264,000 eggs taken in 1913

Tns American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
soieia! reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
>rt4:nan’s world. It3 recreative columns are always replete with intereV:iug articles and contributions and open a wide field for discussiou of all
subjects that interest sportsmen.
The departments o f The American Field are: Editorial, Game and Shooting, Fish
and Fishing. Natural History, Hunting, Kennel. Trap Shooting, Rifle, Revolver
and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
SEND ONE D O L L A R FOR THREE M ONTH S’ T R iA L SU BSCRIPTION I f not more than satisfied w ith it the m oney w ill be refunded on request

Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
801 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.
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dler and wife at Strong this week.
Mrs. F. H. Thorpe of East Madrid is *
entertaining a dinner party of ladies
ISSUED WEEKLY
<t
today, and the editor of Maine Woods
<t
We are very glad to report that the much regrets that 3he is unable to ac
S.
■
condition of Mrs. L. A. Worthley is cept the kind invitation to be present.
This sermon, and others t«. follow , will not o c n p y ov tr two minutes o f your time in <►
Phillips, Maine
encouraging. She was operated on
reading- Although m iniature in size they will be real sermons. They will be based on ' '
one week ago today and has been criti
timely topics o f the day.
O
L. B. BRACKETT,
cally ill. She rested comfortably last
Business Manager night. Miss Towlan of Lewiston is in
ness for the welcome light. Though
THE UNSEEN CHAMPION
attendance, Miss Pushee assisting at
yet
in his infancy, our unseen cham
the operation.
OUTING EDITION
“
Howl,
howl,
ye
wintry
winds!
Hide
pion
is alive and steadily growings
......................................$1.00 per year
The Social Service club will meet
8 pages
within thy most frigid depths, incon Though the greater part of the winter’s
with Mrs. Josephine Larrabee, Tues
LOCAL EDITION
stant temperature! Mock the streams
12 and 16 p a g e s ................................ $LE0 P«r Fear
day, January 13. at 1.30o ’clock.
snow and cold is still to come, yet our
federated church .
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
with thy transparent death, ye fetters
A Thimble party was much enjoyed
avenger is becoming stronger and more
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
of
entombing
ice!
Decend
upon
the
last Saturday afternoon. Miss Dallas
76 cents extra.
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor. frightened earth, ye ghastly hosts of formidable: with each lengthening day
Voter being the hostess to the following
he is better prepared for the certain,
pallid snow! Hasten to do thy worst,
Calendar
for week ending Jan. 17.
Entered as second class matter. January 21. friends: Mrs. Glidden Parker, Mrs.
“ In essentials Unity; in non essen rejoice in the destruction thou art conflict which shall leave old winter
1909. at the postofilce at Phillips. Maine, under Frank Horeyseck, Mrs. A. G. Cronkhopelessly defeated.
tials
Charity; in all things Liberty.”
working, yet understand, oh grizzly
the A ct of March 3, 1879.
hite, Misses Miriam Brackett, Algie
As
it is in the coldest period o f winter,
Sunday, January 11: 10.45—Morning enemy of mine, that thou must die,
Pratt, Ruth Austin. Delicious refresh
when the lengthening days are hurrying
worship.
Sermon,
“
The
Acceptable
already
numbered
are
thy
days!
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire ments were served of salad, hot bis
Sacrifice.”
12.10— Sunday School.
Thus in my hearing an unseen cham forward the unseen summer, so itia
state o f Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp cuits, mousse, cake and coffee.
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county
7.30—People’s Service. Music by the pion addressed the winter that was in the affairs of life. The more appar
The installation of the oflicers of
locally.
Choral club. Address, “ Gradation.”
everywhere around me. The message ent values of life are the most real..
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish Hope Rebekah lodge will occur on Fri
Monday, January 12: 7.30—Bible seemed preposterous, the voice sound The material is in reality less genuine'
and game photographs from its readers.
day evening of this week. District De
ed much too small and thin to be the than the spiritual. The winter of ig.
study class.
When ordering the address of your paper
puty Mrs. Fellows of Mt. Vernon will
changed, please give the old as wed as new
Thursday, January 15: 7.30—Prayer j vehicle of a message so defiant, yet it norance, sin and death that is now so,
be the installing officer.
address.
meeting. Topic, “ The Value of the j wag the truth I heard. For the chal- evident must sometime yield before
Miss Mertie Kinney and niece, Miss Prayer Meeting. *’
|lenging voice was that o f the new born the advancirg summer of righteousness,
Doris Haley who have been visiting re*1
THURSDAY, JANUARY 8, 1914
___________________ _
j summer, he was the unseen champion. peace and enduring joy. “ While welatives and friends in Phillips and
The unseen champion was born on look not at the tilings which are seen,
i Rangeley, have returned to Massachu- METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHUKCH. the shortest day of the dying year, but at the things which are not seen^
1setts. Miss Haley will resume her
when a halt was called on the steady for the things which are seen are tera! studies at the Quincy Mansion School
Bessie F. Crowell, missionary from procession of shortening days that Pora'» but the tnirgs which are not seen,
|for Girls.
threatened to substitute a lasting dark- j are elernalInjia, pastor.
PHILLIPS HIGH SCHOOL
i Mi3s Mamie Thomas of Waltham,
Sunday, January 11 —Morning worMass., was the guest of Miss Blanche ship 10.45. Sunday school, 12. EvenM- R. Keyes, Miss Lura Dennjeon, Kenniston last week.
Tng prayer and praise service, 7.30.
Insect Pests.
A Ha!f-Cent Coin.
W- M. Piayson, teachers.
The agricultural department esti
Mrs. W. B. Butler went to Portland, j Epworth League devotional meeting at
The leek of the half cent In ourmates the injury done to the crops of monev undoubtedly costs the consunj.
The basket ball team went to King- Wednesday, where she will have treat- 7. Junior League at 3.
1
4
_Ladies’
!
the
United States by insect pests at ers of the United States millions ot
She
will
be
the
j
Wednesday,
January
field Friday to play the High School j ment for her eyes,
guest of Mrs. H. H. Tukey, formerly Prayer meeting at the home of Mrs. $420,000,000 a year. Many of them can dollars every year. Competition ha*
team there.
be suppressed only by birds.
become so keen in business that pro
Abel Bunnell at 2.30.
The difference in the floor and back- of this town.
ducers and middlemen figure their
boards made it much easier for the
C. M. Hoyt went to Lewiston, M on-! Thursday, January 15-P rayer meetprices down to the finest point. Th*.
Kingfield boys to win. Their playing day, to visit his mother, Mrs. Hattie in£ at 7*30.
difference of a half or even a quarter
DRAMA. DUKES AND DUCATS of a cent In the cost of such thing*
floor is probably* the smoothest of any Hoyt who is in the Central Maine Gen----------------------- -—
in this part of the state, while ours is eral recovering from an operation. We
as flour, sugar and soap means in
Physical City Conferences,
soft wood, and their backboards and are very glad to report that she is get- ! Mankind is every day becoming Some American Actresses Who Have the aggregate thousands of dollars to-,
Made Brilliant Matrimonial
them. And that fraction of a cent!*
ours are as unlike as possible, theirs
ajong finely and expects to be able tn«>re cosmopolitan, and perhaps a sigAlliances.
as valuable to the buyers as to the.
being put out from the walls and j.Qreturn home the first of next week, nificant Indication of this is to be
sellers. Yet when a certain cloth It
not braced much, while ours are 'very I Colin MacKenzie has returned to Bos- seen in the number of congresses, both
In a list of American actresses and advertised for sale at 37% cents a yard:
national
and
iatemational,
that
have
solid.
; ton after being in Phillips for several;
chorus girls who have maried men of and a woman buys three yards of It
Porter and Alward appeared to be j montha. He has been in town longer \ recently been held. In connection wealth or members of the aristocracy she pays $1.13. because she cannottheir best men but they did such good j than he planned on account of the acci- with town planning and its allied sub the New Idea Woman’s Magazine puts hand over $1.12 %. With eggs at 45
jects there have been held this year Edith Kingdon, now
Mrs. George cents a dozen. she pays 23 cents for
team work that there might be some ^ent to his brother, F. G. MacKenzie
an International town planning con
half a dozen. The odd half cent goesquestion about the choice.
|in breaking his leg at the electric light gress at Ghent, an international road Gould, first.
Then comes the marriage of Oscar to th<, 8eller. Never does the pirn
Reed and Croteau were the stars for Nation.
congress, an International housing Lewlshon by Edna May, and of his Phaser get the benefit of it.
the Phillips team. Jacobs substituted
Frank Worthley of Montreal, Canada, j congress, and an international con- younger brother, Jesse, to Edna Me- ,
for Kempton, who was unable to go on was in town over Sunday on business, gress of architects, and. in addition,
Cauley. August Belmont and Eleanor —.... —
■ ■
■■ ■
'= s a l j
the trip, and played such a good game
Miss Dallas Voter left Wednesday for ] important congresses on housing and Robson are now a happy married UNIMPEACHABLE If you were to.
that no one would have supposed that Newark, N. J. where she wll have a town planning both in London and couple, and Ethel Barrymore, “ the Isee the unequalled volume of unimthis was the first year he had come : pogjUon a8 teacher. She will visit in several provincial towns held under most engaged on the stage,” became j peachable testimony in favor of Hocd’s.
the auspices of the National Housing the bride of Russel-Griswold Colt.
|Sarsaparilla, you would upbraid ycurout fcr basket- ball practice.
i Lewiston and Portland en route.
Two more actresses who married sejf for so long delaying to take this
The score stood at the end of the
The King’s Daughters were enter- Reform council, an Important congress
In town planning held under the aus- rich men are Millicent Willson, the effective medicine for that blood dis
first half: Kingfield, 2 t; Phillips,
tained last week by Mrs. F. N. Beal.
pices of the engineers at Norwich, and wlfe of wimam Randoiph Hearst, and ea9e from which y °u are suffering.
At the end of the last half: Kingfield, c andy was served by the hostess.
also a sanitary congress. This nation Minnie Ashley, who married William
Advt
51; Phillips, 27.
Mi3s Rachel Winship, a student at al and international handshaking is Astor Clianler.
Amy Busby married
Referee, Payson; umpire, Wyman,
University of Maine, spent the certainly of the utmost value In co Eugene Lewis, a New York lawyer,
AUCTION SALE
scorer, Graff am; timer, Warren.
holidays with her parents, Mr. and ordinating the work of experts.
and Gladys Willis married Samuel In
It was the opinior of the members of Mrs. L. V. Winship of Auburn,
sull, who Is at the head of Edison's
Notice is hereby given that on the 30th day at
the Phillips team that if anyone didn’ t
Mrs R w Sou]e of Augusta was
Ideal Houses for Poorer Classes.
electrical enterprises in the west, and January A. D. 1914 at 9.30 A. M.. at the banking
rooms
of the Rangeley Trust Company, in Rangehave a good time in Kingfield it was his
g uesto f Portland friends recently,
In Huddersfield. England, the bor Is a very rich man.
ley, Fra- klin Countv. Maine, there will be void at
public
auction to the highest bidder, all the right,
In
the
matter
of
titles,
the
Ameri
ough
council
has
decided
to
erect
357
own fault, for the Kingfield students
The Misses Hazel and Ruth McGregtitle and interest which Elmer E. Richard* of
had done e v e ry th in g in their power to or Qf Wellesley and Lassell Seminary houses for the laboring classes. These can actress has proved equally irre harmington, Maine, has. as trustee w»:er the
terms of a certain trust deed from the Rargthg
keep up the good feeling between the 8pen^ a ^w0 weeks’ vacation with their houses will be erected in different lo sistible. Camille Clifford is now the Tavern
Corporation to tt e Rangeley Trust Comp
calities, easy of access, and in dis Hon. Mrs. Henry Lyndhurst Bruce,
Trustee, bearinx date o f January 1, A. D.,
schools.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jas. McGregor, tricts where good light and air as well and some day she will be Lady Aber any,
1909, and recorded in Franklin Registry ot Detdt.
book 176. page 293. ai d also by virtue of a tertais
of Rumford.
as #;ood sanitary conditions can be dare. Connie Gilchrist, Sylvia Storey appointment
by the Probate Court o f Frankto
WELD SCHOOL
Lucian Warren has a crew of men had.
and Rosie Boote are now addressed county to fill a vacancy of a former trustee under
said deed, in accordance with the provisions of the
as the Countess Poulette, the Count- Statute
cutting ice on the mill pond.
in such case made and provided, st theThe High school opened Monday,
Equal Suffrage.
j ess of Orkney and the Marchioness of September term. A. D., 1918. o f said Osrt
The Christmas Present club will be
and
also
by virtue of certain other eonveyanta*
December 22, after a three weeks' va entertained by Mrs. H. W. True next
Equal suffrage prevails in Mexico to j.Headfort. Anna Robinson became the in accordance
with the order o f Iho Coot
cation. On account of the heavy storm Tuesday afternoon.
a large extent. The women are not Countess of Rosslyn a few years ago, and the provisions o f said trust deed, fr ~
Rangeley Tavern Corporation to said
Friday, Dec. 26, the High school had
Communion was observed at the Fed- j permitted to vote and the men are an(* Uva Carrington wedded Lord de E. Richards, jrustee, one recorded in Fran
afraid to.—Kansas City Journal.
' Clifford. Frances Belmont, one of the County Registry o f Deeds, book 1S7, page 287,
an attendance of only eight.
erated church last Sunday.
another recorded in said Registry book 187, pi
— - — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ j famous "Floradora Sextette,” Is now
The Grammar school teacher, Miss
274. and also by virtue o f two certain deeds fi
The 1913 club was entertained by j
Lady Ashburton.
the Rangeley Trust Company to said ESnaer
Vera Hinkley, closed her school De Mrs. A. D. Graffam last Friday after- j
Richards, Trustee, one recorded in said R*g:
book 187, page 273 and another recorded »
cember 23, for the remainder of the noon. Mrs. J. E. Noble is the hostess OCULISTS
NEW DISCOVERY
Registry book 187, page 286: in and to the folk*
week, going to her home in Wilton to this week.
SNEEZER IS BARRED OUT ing described real and personal estate situated is
said
Rangeley and more particularly described**
Theory
of
Process
of
Vision
Is
spend her Christmas vacation. Like
Mrs. Elvira Bangs who has been in |
follows; all the real estate, right*, franchises, priv
Changed as Result of Series of
No Place for Him In Good Orchestra, ileges. immunitie and contracts of the raid
wise, the Primary teacher, Miss Ger poor health for some time, suffered j
Rangeley Tavern Corporation and all its other
Experiments.
No Matter How Good Per
trude Berry, closed he: school Wednes from convulsions Monday, out is better
property, real, personal and mixed of-whatever
name or nature owned by it and which has be
former He la.
day, December 24, and went to her at this time.
come a part thereof before or since JanuaryL
A new discovery with regard to the
19 9. excepting any such property heretofore soki
home in Berry Mills.
At the stated meeting of Sherburne phenomena of the sense of sight has
Even high-class musicians are not or otherwise disposed of or become worn, dam
Cnapter, O. E. S., Wednesday evening, j been announced by Dr. F. W. Edridge- above indulgence In practical Jokes, aged. or otherwise unsuitable for use in it3 busi
provided that an equivalent in valor ha
the following officers were installed j Green, an eminent English authority according to a story told in Live ness:
been substituted in lieu thereof.
Six Quills to a Novel.
Said
estate includes the Soli® wit*
The use of quill pens is by no by Past Worthy Patron, Rev. M. S. I in visual research. He has found by Topics About Town of the New York describedreal
lands, together with the buadins*
an
interesting
series
of
experiments
Hutchins,
assisted
by
Miss
Elma
Byron
Sun.
But
played
too
oft
they
may
bethereon,
to
wit;
all the lots or parcels ot land
means confined to government offices
by Ella V. Marble to Rangeley Tavera
and the gentlemen who point with as marshal: W. M., Mrs. Floy Hoyt; and tests that the process of vision is ! come a matter of serious import to granted
Corporation, by deed dated September 1. A. P.
them at unhappy witnesses. A habit W. P., J. Blaine Morrison; A. M., Mrs. ; not the simple transmission by the the player, using the term In its broad- 1908 and recorded in Franklin County Registry of
Deeds, book 176, page 1< 9 Also certain real iSOT*ual writer, for instance, confesses Ida Heroey; bee., Mrs. Lydia Harnden- ! °P tic nerve to the brain of objects est meaning. Nobody can dispute the described
in a certain deed from the Ks,ngekf
! sincerity of the players in a big or- Tavern Corporation to Elmer E. Richards* trust*
that he never willingly used a steel Treas.. Mrs. Lucy Brackett; Cond., photographed upon the retina.
dated
Dec.
20. 1913. a.id recorded in book 187. ptt*
The new discovery in non-technical ; qhestra like the Philharmonic or the
pen since he was -mt of the control Miss Miriam Brackett; A. Cond., Miss
in said Registry, it being an equity of rodfmPi language amounts to this: In front of INew York Symphouy.
Most of the 287
of schoolmasters.
He always used
tion in certain property adjoining the hotel pov
Elma Byron, Adah, Miss Blanche Ken- the retina there Is a small chamber j time they take their work seriously, erty o called, above described and hncvnuatl*
quills until 'he triumphant fountain
Frazier building; said real estate and personal **ni.-don;
Ruth, Mrs. Velma Russell; Es or sac of clear liquid which is in con- but sometimes the men break loose tate
pen provided him with a reasonable
to be sold at public auction abovs named h
ther,
Mrs.
Louise
Beal;
Martha,
Mrs.
more
particularly described in a certein inventory
stant motion of currents or eddies. and play tricks on one another, as
substitute, and that more because of
and appraisal made on the 28rd. day o f D»c»mber
in A. D., 1913, bv William E- Tibbetts. Charle*^Its convenience than Us efficiency C. Nell Parker; Electa, Mrs. Ina Dav Dr, Green finds that this liquid itself though they were youngsters
Several well-known novelists still enport; Ward., Mrs. Flora Kelley; Sen contains distinct perceptive nerve school. Of course, the audience knows Barrett and Charles L. Hamden, appraiser*.
Said sale is made under the prov sion sof said hoik
stick to the quill: it is. indeed, the tinel, M. S. Kelley; Finance committee, power which plays an important part nothing of these things; they’re usu deed because o f the default in payment of ttic i*;
T h e ! terest coupons due July 1, 1913. upon an
only writing implement with any per Judge James Morrison, Mrs. Bertha in conveying impressions to the ally perpetrated in rehearsals,
Fifteen thousand dollars par value o f bonda iasure
red-pepper trick is the commonest. i|by
sonality—if it. is refractory you can Chandler, Miss Elina Byron. The or brain.
said Rangeley Tavern Corporation for the P*F
In other words, this wonderful fluid The joker scatters it where the bas nient of which said trust deed was given as scentcoax it. The mending of a quill does
ganist and chaplain will be installed at contains liquid nerves, so to speak,
ity, and the payment of snid coupons iKmngf*’
not require much practice, and you
soon and trombone players are like ! maired in default for more than tfiroe ir.cm'h*
can buy, for a small sum, a little ma the next meeting. Mrs. Louise Beal, which transmit to the understanding ly to suck it up. The result is chokes after demand was properly made on July 24, ML
payment of such coupons by holders of vuejichine that does it for you beautifully Misses Blanche Kenniston and Daisy a considerable part of the impression and sneezes. Sometimes the epidemic |j for
bonds to the amount o f Thirty-five huncfrsd w lara
par value and after payment was also de
You may easily write 15.000 words Davenport were appointed a committee It receives of color, form, etc.
reaches even into the strings, hut of
and refused on the coupons ot’ all the
with one quill, mending it. four times, for the next meeting. After the ii course the players on the wind instru manded
remaining bonds due July I. 1913. and for
which gives six quills to the novel stallation refreshments of saltines,
ments get it worst. As a matter of that the said trustee. Elmer B. Richards hj8been requested in writing by one third of the hold
Bo the cost of novel writing Is small olives, cake, nuts, confectionery and
Eat A,Ibat rocs Eqos.
fact, the jokers are playing with fire. ers in amount o f the said bonds now outStanWR
—stated in t^rms of quills,
The nativoa of Hawaii are large con “ A confirmed sneezer can’t get a job and unpaid, to sell at public auction at sot*'
coffee were served by the committee
place infRangeley as the Trustee might dMvrmiW’
for the evening, Mrs. Flora Kelley, sumers of albatross eggs, which are in a good orchestra, no matter how the above named property by giving not cso il he
secured principally from the Island of good a performer ho may be,” said a t ime and place of sale by publishing th* Didfc*Willing to Pleaso.
Mrs. Cherry Pratt, Mrs. Ina Davenport. I^ayson, the Hawaiian group. These
a week for four successive weeks in*
consistent concert-goer. “Think of once
weekly newspaper as may be publish*! n
“ These stocks of yours are worth The retiring worthy matron, Mrs. Vel
to said Rangeley.
_ .J e
eggs
are
so
plentiful
on
this
Island
the
effect
of
a
rousing
sneeze
on
a
less.”
A ;1 parties interested in suck sals ar®
ma Russell, has filled the chair very that they are gathered in wheelbar p.
asimo!
Why, It. would spoil a notified
to lie present.
“ I don’t care,” said the woman
acceptably the past year.
rows and carried to the shore In boxes wL,le concert, oue sneeze would. A
Dated at Farmington, Maine, this Otlh
"The broker is very accommodating.
Mrs. Lucinda Butterfield has been and loaded on a small Industrial rail conductor has to guard against a January A. D., 1914
He has exchanged them four time?.”
ELMER K. RICHARDS.
road.
sneeze as he does against inebriety."
the guest of her grandson, H. A. Chan0?susti«.
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MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, JANUARY 8, 1914

CLASSIFIED
cent a word in advance. No headline or
Jiherdisplay- Subjects in a, b. c. order

FOR SALE.
pORSALE—Village stand in Phillips
Upper Village, inquire of J. Blaine
Uorrison.
Bay horee, nine years old.
1200. Work or drive.
B. F.

pOR S A L E Weight

the Blue’s at the close of the regular
meeting of the Pythian Sisters last
Thursday night, served by members of
Jan. 5
Mrs. Esther J. Savage whose illness the Red Side. Frank Porter acted as
was noted last week, does not gain as chef and H. C. Riddle officiated as head
her friends would like to see her.
waiter. The captain, Mrs. S. B. McMiss Lottie Record returned to Au Card was also assisted by the follow
burn accompanied by her nephew, A r ing: Mrs. H. A Furbish, Wm. Tomlin
nold Luce who has been boarding in son, Mr. and Mrs. Verne Pillsbury, Mr.
the family of C. O. Record for the past and Mrs. G. W. Pickle, Mrs. C. W.
year.
Barrett, Mrs. Frank Stewart, Mrs. F.
Miss Myra Savage returned to Farm B. Colby, Mrs. Leon Wright, Mrs. Geo.
ington to attend school after the holi- Hoar and Mrs. F. B. Burns and every
day recess.
body else on the Red Side. All interest
George Parker of South Braintree, j ed were appropriately decorated and
Mass, who has been visiting his daugh-1 the following menu was served: Corued
ter, Mrs. A. S. Merrill, returned home beef, red flannel hash, beet pickle.s,
recently.
cranberry sauce, tarts, cake with red
Miss Bertha Pratt is suffering with frosting, coffee, strawberry ice cream
blood poison in one finger. Dr. Bell is with cherries. The hash deserves es
attending her.
pecial mention, being made by S. B,
Elisha Parker of South Braintree, McCard which alone speaks for its exMass. is visiting his sister Mrs. A. S. i cellence.
Merrill.
j
-----------------------------Joe Turner who has been working PHREIMNIAL NAVY BLUE SERGE
with his team for George White in
_______ _
Readfield returned home Jan. 2.
Proper Proportions and Goctd Lines
Shirley Rarnsdell is hauling lumber to
Mark This Costume as a Good
F. O. Smith’s mill in New Vineyard.
One From Which to Copy.

WEST NEW VINEYARD

is sewed to the circle. It falls loosely
in ripples about the face and hair,
and is dotted here and there with a
rosebud. At the back a big ribbon
bow is fastened. If narrower edging
is used the circle on top of the bead
must be begger.
Some of the shops sell a sort of
chiffon ribbon, worked with white
thread in a lace-like design and edged
on each side with a narrow satin rib
bon which is faggoted to chiffon. This
ribbon costs 40 cents a yard and
three yeards of it are needed for a
cap. Two or three strips of the rib
bon form the puffed crown of the
cap and a ruffle is formed of a strip
of the ribbon cut in two and gathered
at the raw edge.

was started some eighty years ago,
but its most rapid development has
been within the last decade. Work io
this country is not by any means suf*
ficiently widespread. With a round
100,000 school gardens In Europe, is It
any wonder that garden art has
reached a wider distribution across
the ocean thfcn it has with us?

SEE BEAUTY AS THEIR IDEAL
American Cities Will Yet Be the Flneet
In the World When Architects
Have Finished.

That American cities are ugly, I
willingly admit, writes Gugllelmo Ferrero, in the Atlantic. It would need
much courage, no doubt, to brand this
pOR S A L E —(The unusually staunch
as false, but it would also
BEDROOM DESK MOST USEFUL affirmation
able steam yacht* "W a-W a” of
be unjust to deny that America is ma
tbout 22 H. P. The U. S. Govern
Some Remarkably Handsome Designs, king mighty efforts to beautify themment inspection of 1911 showed her
All the schools of architecture in Eu
Though Expensive, Are Offered
to be in first class condition- MaJ'
rope, especially that in Paris, are fulL
to Prospective Buyers.
w inspected at Camp Bellevue, Upof Americans hard at work. The sums
,er Dam, Maine.
Price will be
The bedroom desk fittings have al which cities, states, banks, insurance
railroads,
ways been more or less of a prob companies, universities,
reasonable to a quick purchaser. A p
lem, as the usual brass sets seem have spent to beautify their magnifi
ply to Dr. Norton Dowm, Fordhooke
a little heavy for a dainty pink or cent edifices is fabulous. All these
fir m . Three Tuns, Pa.
Or Archer A.
blue chintz hung boudoir. This year buildings are not masterpieces by a
Pjor at Camp.
there are ivory colored sets of en wide margin, but there are many which
ameled wood which have a latticed’ are very beautiful. America hae archi
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating ma*
The smart serge frock shown in the pattern for the trimming which shows tects of indisputable worth. In Europe,
chine- la first class condition* In NARROW ESCAPE FROM DROWNING. accompanying cut has been rendered a bit of a brownish cast through it. men like to repeat that Americans
smart by nice pro- They have more character than the buy at extravagant prices objects of
jure at Maine Woods office.
portions and good plain white sets, and yet add rather ancient art, or things that pass for
(Continued from sage 1.)
withoqt distinguishing those
lines without re- than detract from the daintiness of such,
,
Mrs. Harry Nelson still continues
WANTED.
s o r t i n g t o e x  the room. Silver which matches eith- |which are beautiful and ancient from,
very sick. Miss Gladys Moore is car
tremes. It is of er the striped dresser silver or the those which are inferior and counter
ing for her.
the
perennial navy engraved patterns can be matched for feit. But those who have seen some
WANTED—500 cords of white birch
blue
serge and has the desk fittings. Complete sets with thing of the houses of rich Americans
Miss Charlotte Lamb of Dallas spent
delivered at our mill Salen\ Mainea simple peasant blotter, clock and all the many useful know that, although there are snobs
the
past
week
with
her
cousin,
Miss
Apply to R. V- Piaisted at
the
b l o u s e opening and useless articles possibly run as and dupes in America, as everywhere
mill or Malden. Parcel Handle Com Leater Nile.
over a blue satin high as $175. The new clocks are else, there are also people who know
A jolly party made a trip to Spotted
pany, Malden, Mass.
vest, the edges of really lovely. They are shaped like the meaning of art, who know how to
Mountain the latter part of the week
which are finished half an orange and lie flat on the desk buy beautiful things and who search
with narrow plait- with the curved part up and holding the world over for them. You will find
visiting Huntoon and Hinkley’ s camps
ings of the same. the face of the clock. One does in in the streets of New York every va*EUSTIS
also Mr. and Mrs. Jean Field. The
The
line of the stinctively look ^Jown when writing. riety of architecture, just as you find
party were conveyed by George Bridggirdle
slopes up and it save time instead of making in its libraries all the literatures of
ham’s sturdy pair o f horses on a big
ever so slightly a conscious effort to look at a clock. the world, and in its theaters all the
We have had some very cold weatln r sled, and a jolly time was reported by
toward the front But aside from that they are quite music, and in Its houses all the deco
for the past week.
all Those enjoying the trip were Mr.
and the sash is an addition to the pretty desk fix- rative arts.
Blanche and Eddie Tague have re and Mrs. George Bridgham, Mr. and
here tied in a bow j tures.
turned to their school at Farmington. Mrs. J. B. Tomlinson, Mr. and Mrs.
Efforts to Abate Noise.
with a single end. |
They have been at Jim pond where Phil Tibbetts, Mrs. G. M. Carlton, Per
Indianapolis is one of the cities
The p 1 a i t i n g s
Dancing Frock.
their father is logging.
which appear on
sia Carlton, Clement Field, Olive and
Smocking trims one of the season’s which, along with Chicago, have start
the vest are re- most dainty dancing school frocks for ed a campaign for the abatement of
John Carville is scaling for Thomas Alice Jonah and Joseph Dermody.
peated on the skirt and sleeves and the very small girl. The plain under needless noises. The point Insisted
Tague at Jim pond.
Ira Hoar purchased five new uraft
are the only trimming on the frock. skirt is attached to a skeleton lining upon there—as it has also been In
Miss Iuza Welch has returned to her horses during his recent trip to Lewis The skirt closes on the left side and
and over it hangs the tunic, shorter New York—Is the bad effect of noise
school at Sherbrook after visiting her ton. One especially is attracting con here it is draped and knotted near
in the front than in the back, to give upon the schools. The report of a
ntior,
a five-year-old the hem and decorated with a frill the fashionable silhouette, says the wide investigation just concluded says
mother, Mrs. Effie Welch, at The Sar siderable
chestnut horse, with heavy light mane of the satin.
gent for a short time.
Philadelphia North American. The full-j that S°od w° r* under present condi--------------------------ness at the back and over the shoul- tions is possible only if the windows
George Fountain is working at Jim and tail and who tips the scales at 1660
are closed—that is, at the price of
pond for the Green brothers hauling pounds.
IMPORTANCE OF HEAD DRESS f " i8
»ith smocking, and the health. The committee further de
The
crews
are
cutting
ice
at
Haley
I
twisted
silk
cord
encircles
the
waist
iceand wood.
clares that 85 per cent, of the noises
Mrs. Eva Arnold is very much better Pon(i and
Lousesabout town are Elaborate Coiffures Must. Accompany and is loosely knotted in the back. in the neighborhood of school build
Soft silk, chiffon or muslin is equally
being rapidly filled with a good quality
the Toilettes of Today— Paris Fash
ings are capable of being abated. It
atthis writing.
pretty for this little model.
of clear ice.
ions Mostly Copied.
suggests the creation of “zones of
Mrs. E. J. Brown of Stratton is giv
Miss A'ice Sweetser is spending the
quiet,” the repaving of certain streets
ing music lessons in town. She comes week with Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Me- 1 France may be said to have led in
with noise absorbing material, the lo
Encouragement.
every Friday.
Car(j.
the matter of coiffures and head
"Why should you be despondent?” cation of school buildings with refer
ence to immunity from disturbance.
Mr. and Mrs. George Douglass have
Jean Fields is out from the woods j dresses these many centuries.
asked the poet’s friend.
Two and three generations ago
Because of such campaigns as this
“ Why shouldn’t I be despondent?”
finished cooking for Tnomas Tague at registered on the sick list.
American women often borrowed their
Jimpond and returned home.
Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Ross and Master style in coiffures and coiffure orna 1 the poet replied. “ I've been trying to the New York Evening Post is led to
! add a bit of cheer to the world. I remark that “ as soon as we care as
Two men from Monmouth are here Monette returned home Saturday night*
mentation from France, and today the I have written some things that men much about doing away with unneces
getting the hatchery ready for use. Mrs. Ross has been having quite a seri same thing happens.
who ought to kn9w have said were sary noise as we care about the things
Frank Wood in superintendent and ous time with her ear, which required
The history of head dresses in sublime. I have endeavored to de for the sake of having which we en
Arthur Briggs is assisting.
the service of a specialist. Mrs. Ross J France would fill, and indeed does fill, scribe t' j beauties of nature, to dure the noise, our cities will be rev
Mark Daggett has gone into the is very comfortable at the present writ- \a thick volume, and there are no 1 spread the gospel of brotherhood, to olutionized.”
woods with Sylvester brothers’ horses ing and her many friends hope 6he will more interesting records in the world ! teach kindness and goodness and
towork for Rufus Dyer.
Need of Small Parks.
continue to improve rapidly. Tne doctor of dress than those* which deal with hopefulness. But the people persist
Florence Fletcher has returned to has made arrangements to remain at the styles in ornamenting the hair, ' in ignoring me; the publishers deThe city of London has about 400
styles which were influenced by ! cline to accept my poems; my genius parks and open spaces, or an acre to
her home at Rangeley after visiting homq for the remainder of the winter.
events, personalities and lines of ! is unrecognized; I am left to starve 752 people within the city, not counther father, Wayne Fletcher, f o r a few
Roberta and Thornton Eastaman re thought.
; in my attic.”
, ing parks such as Griffith park, Los
days.
turned Monday night to spend the win
And influenced also by position in
“Cheer up, old man.
A hundred ' Angeles, which, while now within the
ter with their aunt, Mrs. Earle Pills life, of course, for the leveling proc years from now your poems may he j municipal boundaries, is yet distinctly
bury, after spending the holidays with ess which makes fashion open to all illustrated by some artist who will get |an outBi(le park. We have dire nee<j
New Style in Names.
Rev. Dr. Henry van Dyke urges I their parents, Mr. and Mrs. John East- now was not in progress centuries j 500 for ea(.b 0f the pictures
of more inside parks of small area
ago.
--------------------- ----patriotic Americans to name their j man Gf Exeter.
where those in the immediate neigh
Today the hair plays a more impor
children after the states and the na- j Bridgham and Tracy sold a fine pair
What He Wanted.
borhood may find rest and recereation
tant part than ever in the toilette, and
fion. He commends, in this respect, of horses to E. N. Abbott recently.
Four-year-old Myron was served among their neighbors, parks not over
any ornamentation of its is to dis with some waffles one morning for the run with strangers, as is Central
the South Americans, who use Colum
Mrs. Carrie Guild left Tuesday morn play, rather than hide it, so an elab
bia. America and many attractive
first time in his memory, and upon |BqUare. These neighborhood park»i
orate coiffure is crowned with jew finishing them with a relish he called: should be sufficiently numerous that
Latin derivatives of famous names ing for a visit in Portland.
The M. Y. O. B. club has resumed eled pins or soft plumes for the ex
connected with the history of the
“ Mamma, please bring me some more any resident of the city could reach
western world.
The president of meeting for the winter. The following press purpose of calling attention to of those pancakes with windows in.” one by a brisk waik of five to ten
Ecuador has three daughters, and officers having been elected: President! its beauties.
minutes. We need breathing spots*
Yet eccentricity is not lacking in
they are called America; Quita, the Mrs. F. B. Colby; secretary, Mrs. F.
and need them very much.—Los An-;
feminine of the capital city of Ecua B. Burns.
the
latest
head
dresses,
as,
for
in
OWE MUCH TO WOMEN’S CLUS geles Times.
Refreshment committee,
dor, and Castilla, after the ancient
stance, two fanlike ornaments of
Mrs. Jas. Mathieson; entertainment
race from which the Latins are proud
sprays springing from jeweled pins Organizations Hav« Been the Leading
to derive their origin.
Years ago committee, Mrs. H. A. Furbish. The fastened to a velvet band.x
Factor In the Betterment of Amer
Alabama. Mississippi. Missouri. In next meeting of the club will be with
Or a cluster of plumes waving from
ican Towns and Cities.
diana and other e •’-onJous names Mrs. Mathieson.
a slender jeweled stick set ih the
were popular for
« Now such \
The following officers were chosen front of the coiffure, which is further
It Is to the women’s clubs very large
Dame seldom is heni
A decline of for the year Sunday, for the Rangeley decked wtih a black velvet ribbon.
ly that the movement for the city beau
patriotism and state piiri. thinks 3 un(jay hChool: Supt.. O. R. Rowe;
Many of the aigrettes are worn tiful owes Its vitality. In the interest
Doctor van Dyke.
FOR
! Asst., Supt., H. O. Auntoon; Sec., Ma- over the brow at the moment, but which the members of these organiza
GUMS A N D
some
prefer
them
set
down
at
the
tions evince in the young and in the
....... _
! son Russell; Treas., H. B McCard;
FISH -R O D S
side and rising from a narrow gem beautiful, they have taken hold of an
| # i i i i u i i ) i ( i h i ii u iH m t i i i, ii i i ii i i ii i M t , i i ii i i i ii m im i i i, m n i in i ii i i m i i i m i i i ii i i ii ! Supt. of Prim. Dept., Ildn Rowe; Supt.,
med fillet.
issue
which
would
most
properly
come
William F. Nye is the great
Cradle Roll. Ella * cw»J Supt?, Home
within the field of the action of the
' Dept., Ed Hoar.
est authority on refined oils in the
horticultural societies. Only very few
| Willard Hewey, who recently gradu BOUDOIR CAP IS PRETTY GIFT of these latter have realized their op world. He was the first bottler; has
ated from a Portland Institution is now
i u
Maine Stop at
Not at All Hard to Make and the portunity. Local horticultural socie the largest business and NYOIL
a full-fledged telegraph operator and is
ties must do something more than
Materials Need Not Be Un
is the best oil he has ever made.
at home for a short vacation.
hold stated meetings whereat formal
duly Expensive.
addresses are presented, usually on a
Miss Mertie Kinney, who has been
N YO IL has no equal.
spending the holidays with relatives in
No daintisr gift could be made to a topic worn threadbare by long serv
Beware of scented mixtures called
woman than a boudoir cap. And ice and at which but a small percent oil.
town left for her home Friday.
Use NYOIL on everything
some of them are so easy to make age of the membership is present. where a light oil is required. It pre
A
very
fine
supper
was
enjoyed
by
§ Midway between N ew City Hall and M o n 
How
many
such
societies,
started
in
that no one need hesitate because of
ument Square
. J
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
lack of ability in the manipulation of enthusiasm, peter out after a few
5
Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
years without any apparent reason? tion. Sportsmen, use it liberally on
paper
patterns
and
lengths
of
fab
L A D IE S ’ F U R S
; Conveniently Located for people Attending
The members themselves wonder your firearms and your rod. You will
ric.
1
Convention*
W e tan hides and m ake them
No patterns is needed for some of what is the matter with their society. find it by far the best Hardware and
into robes, coats, m ittens and
=Every courtesy and attention shown ladies
are doing Sporung goods dealers sell it in large
ladies' furs at reasonable prices. the most attractive caps. A new one The matter is that they
traveling alone
Send us your hides and fnrs
nothing, really; creating nothing; ma boi ie - (cfeaper to buy) at 25 e. and
which you want rem odeled and is shown that is fashioned from a
1
ALL MODERN CONVFPUBNCES
made into latest styles.
strip of five-inch lace or embroidered king no progress. In order to be alive in triai sizes at 10 c. Made by
1
TRANG1EN ’ RATES
Robes and Coats at WHOLESALE prices.
I European Plan IH.OO per day and tip
edging about a yard long, a little cir the society must be aggressive; it
FTLEE samples
References Miles & Higbee, Bankers,
| American Plan S2.04) per day and up
W M F. NYE,
cle of net or mull a couple of inches must carry its tenets and principles
Milford, Ind.
beyond the confines of the meeting
I k E. THURSTON, R. F . HIM M ELEIN,
across,
a
few
rosebuds
and
a
ribbon
New Bedford, Maes.
W r te to the
PrcMvrieboDe,
bow. The lace or other edging is room and attack problems of public
Munjoy Hill Cara pass the door,
M ilford R obe A T ann ing Co.
a
H
The school garden movement
4-8 Elm St.
M ilford. Ind gathered alongL the .straight, edge and weal.
POR SALE— Beef by
Qawter. B- F. B<*al.

a

side or

When in Portland

S The Homelike House For
Everybody”.
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WOODS,

Fly Rod s Note Book
BY FLY ROD

cent specimens of bull moose, one cow
St. Anthony’s Cottage,
and two calves, that are enclosed mak
Phillips, Me., Jan. 1, 1914.
As I opened my cottage door this ing a case nearly 20 x 5 feet. Three
morning I noticed the thermometer, sides are of plate glass; the back of the
registered 20 degrees below zero, and a case depicts a beautiful winter scene;
friend called from across the snow that this realistic painting the work of Mr.
is piled deep and high way down in this James.
The setting of the case represents a
part of Maine, “ Happy New Year to
winter
scene which blends into the
you! Did you know it was 30 degrees
background so well that in standing be
below zero early this morning?’ ’
I wanted to send a “ wireless” to all fore the case you can almost see the
my friends who have at this glad sea moose walk cut from the forest before
son of “ peace to men of good will” you.
It is doubtful if there is a finer moose
from near and far so lovingly and
kindly remembered me with many group in any museum in New England.
beautiful and useful gifts, letters and The case is splendidly lighted by nu
merous concealed electric bulbs.
cards.
“ Just a heartfelt thank you
For friends and friendships dear,
Another very notable addition to the
Just a wish God bless you,
museum is a large and very fine collec
Throughout the glad New Y ear.” tion of butterflies and moths which was
formerly on exhibition in the Depart
ment of Agriculture but kept in closed
After a happy Christmas with friends
cases where they were not often seen.
on the Kennebec I came home yester.
These specimens are mounted on trays
day to find Santa Claus had left many
and have been placed in a new glass
packages and such a jolly good time
case specially prepared for them by
as I have had opening them today!
Curator James.
I regretted that I took dinner alone,
but the Maine Woods readers will smile !
when I tell you that I greatly enjoyed 1 Another addition that attracts great
the dinner for it included these gifts, a attention is a large collection of smaller
roast of fresh pork, a plum pudding, song birds being artistically arranged
and cheese that came by parcel post, therein, and another large case has
and coffee, candy, nuts, raisins, etc., been added to the museum in which have
been placed most of the birds in the
that came by express.
well known “ Spinney collection” pur
Recently I spent a morning most chased recently by the state of Capt.
pleasantly at the State House in Au H. L. Spinney, who for many years
gusta where I exchanged greetings! was keeper of the lighthouse at Sequin
island.
with old friends.
The State museum that was started ! The many interesting and valuable
only a few years ago by Hon. L. T. specimens in this case are greatly ad.
Carleton, when chairman of the Com mired by all who visit the museum.
missioners of Inland Fisheries and i Lovers of the sea linger long before
Game, is now one of the most interest-1 the case containing a collection of shore
ing places in our state to pass an hour. birds which are arranged in a most life
It is wonderful what has already been |like attitude. The beautiful back
accomplished and what •an attractive ; ground representing the sea is also the
work of Mr. James’ brush.
place it has become.
If every graduating class from the j
High schools of Maine would take a
trip to Angusta and spend a day at the
State House, it would be time and
money wisely used.
Curator T. A. James surely is an ar
tist and during the past year has added
a large group of moose, three magnifi

4NSTEJ)&
B17P.KC9
Williamitii*
H.

Mr. W. P. Damon of Alburn, the
well known gem collector and geolo
gist, who had previously presented to
the museum a large collection of geo.
logical specimens, Indian and miscella
neous relics, has recently added quite a
number of interesting and valuable

Is famous pie-crust flour
— makes it tender and light
and flaky and perfectly di
gestible. Just as good for
bread and cake and biscuits
and whatever you are baking.
Andthemosteconoinical flour
m i l l e d — g i v e s you most
loaves to the sack.
Your grocer keeps William
Tell. Insist on it next time
you order flour.

McK e n z i e

t r a d i n g c o .,

P h i l l i p s , M A IN E .

Catches by the neck or body~instead of the feet, killing instantly
without injuring the pelt. A hu
mane feature that is very com 
mendable: BESIDES IT S A V E S
E V E R Y EUR FOR THE T R A P 
P E R . The only trap ever co n 
structed with a DOUBLE T R IP
A C TIO N , a bait trigger and a fo o t
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
ing furs o f mink, skunk, " c o o n ” ,
etc. T here is no esoape, the trap
per gets every pelt.
n i ^ l C brings Illustrated Guide
UI 'll L giving the first time in
print the treasured secrets o f the
wisest old trappers In this country.
It's worth dollars to you.

A

TRAPPERS’ SUPPLY

C o .,

Bo* W,

OAR PARK, ILL.

PHILLIPS,

MAINE, JANUARY 8, 1914

True, out of 500 trout he catches, n o t; can be seen driving across the “ carry"
often do ten of them reach the fry j from the Mooselookmeguntic Hous*
pan, but are returned to the lake to and the city folks always stop and ad
mire the fine stepper, who has won
grow larger if not wiser fish.
For years Mr. Southard has made a ; many a race.
study of trout in this country and has
not only made a study of them in their
Several unsuccessful attempts have
Mr. N. B. Tracey of Auburn, another native waters, but from all the works been made to introduce into Maine the
noted geologist, has sent to the mu published by the government and dif Hungarian partridge and as this cli
seum numerous specimens of value and ferent writers he has proved the false mate is so nearly like their native
and the true theories.
interest.
home it is hoped some time they will be
Sitting on the piazza at Camp 4 after ; able to live here.
Many specimens o f birds, animals,
etc., have been contributed during the dinner one Sunday last September I i This fall Dr. George T. Phillips o{
year by citizens of Maine, and Curator had the pleasure of reading several Bar Harbor, who has a farm on Branch
James has made several successful chapters o f this fascinating book and pond in North Ellsworth, liberated ft
trips to the coast, in search of speci looking at the beautiful and perfect pair of these birds, which as far as
mens which the museum did not con painting of trout from which the illus known are the only ones in the state,
trations were to be made, and learn and it is to. be hoped these birds from
tain but needed.
It is surprising how during the last the book is now in the hands of the the Old World will thrive, thus adding
few months there has been a constant publisher.
a new variety of winged bird to the
increasing in the hundreds of visitors,
game birds already found in Maine.
some of them coming from distant cit
Fly Rod,
“ An Old Fly Book and Other Stuff”
ies and towns to study and learn from by my friend, Dr. John Warren Har
the wonderful lifelike birds, animals per of Hartford, Conn., just published
and fish that will as long as the State by R. S. Peck & Co., o f the same city
house stands be found here.
is among my much prized Christmas
gifts.
The Doctor and bis charming little
“ That family of skunks makes a good
showing,” I remarked to the friend mother, to whom this attractive book
who was with me. True some folks of delightful poems is dedicated, are
In the Palace of Manufactories and
have ridiculed Maine for protecting annual comers to the Rangeleys where Industries at the Panama-Pacific In
skunks under the new revision of our they have many friends and at Upper ternational Exposition to be held in
laws, yet last month the Federal gov Dam where they spent vacation days San Fradcisco in 1915 will be found an
ernment added this “ much despised last season, a number of the poems exhibition o f hunting and fishing,
animal” to the list o f “ Natural Re were written, and how the following camping, and outing equipment of al.
sources” and said, “ The skunk should verse, which is a gem, will bring back Ikinds that will surpass anything of the
be conserved or protected before ex wonderful memories to “ Van, Tim, sort ever before attempted. In addi
terminated, the Department of Agri Tom, De Wister, Messrs. Doane^ tion to this and of equal, or greater in
culture classifying this animal as of Reese, Brown, Nicholas, Palmer, Bar terest to sportsmen who will come
“ great economic importance,” in a ber, Calkins and others as they read from all over the world, will be heldin
statement made public recently asks their Maine Woods this week.
the live stock department, a kennel
that it be given the same protection
“ Only a Quiet Pool.”
show that will be of international char
the federal agents now are compelled Only a quiet pool way up in the wilds acter and importance.
to exercise in the prevention of bird
of Maine,
The exhibit in the main building wili
slaughter.
Only the world forgot with its worry consist of 14 classes which will include
“ Some of the most destructive in
and fret and pain,
down to the most minute detail all the
sects in agriculture are such as do And long lost youth comes back, onjy a apparatus employed in the field o!
their work below ground and out of
boy again.
sports. The list will include;
reach of any method that the farmer
Portable equipment especially pre
Only the edge of the rips, only your
can apply and it is against many of
pared
for traveling and scientific ei
guide and you,
these that the skunk is an inveterate
peditions, outfits for explorers, natural
Only
a
“
rise”
out
there
from
the
bow
enemy.'’
ists and geologists. Tents and acces
of your old canoe.
The statement asserts:
Only a thrill at the heart, only a cast sories, military equipment, waterproof
“ Notwithstanding all of this, there
clothing, boots and shoes.
or two.
is probably not an animal that is as
Arms and ammunition of every vari
Only the strike and the plunge of a ety, appliances for training dogs; drees
ruthlessly slaughtered as this one.”
gamy square-tail trout,
Why should our Maine laws be
and equipment for games and sports
laughed at, even if some of them are a Onl^ the song of the reel as the line track pan»phernalia.
goes spinning out,
failure?
There will be also an extensive exhib
Only the strain of the rod, only the it of furs in the rough, skins prepare:
fear and doubt.
Among the popular summer guests
for the furrier and of taxidermist's
at the Rangeleys are Mr. and Mrs. R.
Only a gallant fight and a prize with- Jw^rk. In the fishing department will
L. Spotts and family of New York
be found every variety o f angler;,
in your net,
City. Their beautiful summer home is Only a paddle home while the sunset! equipment for both fresh and aa::
the, camps on the ledge above the
water fishing, including boats of differ
lingers yet,
Mooselookmeguntic House on the oppo
Only a rare “ day off” it seems you will ent kinds designed for sportsmen.
site shore from the camp formerly
In all parts of
the exposition
ne’er forget.
owned by Maine’s much honored United
the sportsman will discover mod
States senator, the late William P. And when on long winter nights in the that pertains to his favorite pass
firelight's flickering glow,
Frye, and that of Garrett A. Hobart of
time. The many who are devotee
Paterson, N. J., son of Vice President “ When the wind goes woo” up the to motor boating will he able to viewis
chimney
flue
and
piles
high
the
Hobart.
the Palace of Transportation an exhib
drifting snow.
From early in the season until the
it of water crafts such as has seldom
late autumn days the flag is seen flying When on the wall the shadows tall like been gotten together in one spot at any
phantoms come and go.
from this camp and Mr. and Mrs.
one time for display. Motor boat an:
Spotts pass the season there and enter Perchance to you this scene anew, yacht races will be held on the waters
tain many distinguished people.
while the storm beats ’gainst the of San Francisco Bay; and on the avia
Mr. Spotts is one of the best known
pane,
tion field and over the bay the aerop
shots at the “ traps,” having made In the fitful gleams o f firelight dreams lanes and hydroaeroplanes will contest
wonderful records breaking clay pig
may all come back again,
for international trophies. Racing sol
eons both in this and foreign countries. Of shadows cool and a quiet pool way
athletic sports will be given attention
His little son, Ralph K., who is a great
up in the wilds of Maine.
such as they have never had before it
favorite although but 13 years of age,
any world’ s exposition, and it is expetAnd
here
on
my
table
like
a
friend
promises to outdo his father. At their
ted that out o f the millions who wili
that
I
shall
always
prize,
the
book
private shooting grounds near their
pass through the gates of the expoa
waits
to
give
me
many
a
happy
hour
as
camp on the lake shore Ralph was al
tion there’ll be hundreds and thousand;
ways a happy lad when breaking the the wind howls and piles high the drift
who will enjoy the contests of speed
ing
snow
around
my
humble
home,
and
clay pigeons.
and daring on and above the race trad
One day recently at the Larchmont “ My Old Fly Book,”
and
infield within the
exposition
Yacht club in New York Master Ralph “ It lies there on the table, it is faded,
grounds. Already the Great Internsold,
and
worn,
made a wonderful record, where as one
lional Pole Match, one of the scheduled
of ten contestants, all who were men ! Its pages turn'd to yellow now are wa- i
events, is attracting interest and atten
ter
stained
and
torn;
of long experiences except himself, the
tion both in the United States andis
lad made almost a clean sweep, win J Some fray’d out flies are in it and a
foreign countries.
leader
and
a
line,
ning five of the eight matches and in
these five shot off as required to decide And about a thousand memories in this
old fly book of mine.”
the winner.
In the contest for the “ accumulation
In their city home, or amid the rush
cup,” which was a match at 50 targets, of business life the happy summer
Master Ralph tied three others with guests at Upper Dam will speak of the
full scores of 60. He also won the 125- fishing
The right medicine at the right time,
clay bird handicap contest, in which he “ But—it’ s over now^-and the reason
i
is as much a necessity as food, shelter
tied with the same men, winning in
Why we put away our flies,
or clothes. Perhaps more so.
the final shoot off. He also won the And the only thing now in season
leg of the cup in shooting off at “ miss
In its 60 years o f relieving stomad
Is to sit and—swap our lies.”
and out. ”
troubles, remedying constipation and
Many readers of the Maine Woods
I met a friend from Rangeley re biliousness, and restoring strength and
congratulate the young man and hope
cently who said, “ You have got so you appetite, “ L. F. ” Atwood’s Medicine
to have the pleasure of watching him
write horse notes as well as fish stories has become practically a necessity of
at the “ traps” on the lake shore here
I notice,” and then they'told me that New England life.
at the Rangeleys next summer’
just before this last snow they had
Mrs. Whitcomb’s letter simply congreat sport horse racing on Haley pond i firms what thousands of other folksal
I have been waiting and looking for. in Rangeley village.
ready know;
ward with much pleasure for two
Ira Hoar recently bought a new
books to be published this winter, both pacer that last fall in Farmington Hampden Highlands, Me.
“ Have used your “ L. F .” Atwood's
from the pen of friends.
made a half mile in 1.08, which is going
“ The American Trout,” by Charles some, and was taking a spin on the Medicine for more than 20 years. We
consider it nearly as necessary as our
Z. Southard of Groton, Mass., who pond.
food.”
with his guides, John Philbrook, Deck
Mrs. F. B. Burns, who is one of the
(Signed) Mrs. C. H. Whitcomb
and Frank Huntoon, each summer pass finest drivers of any lady in this part
weeks at “ Camp 4” on the shore of of the country, was out with her horse,
Get this necessity of Healthy Life.
“ beautiful Kennebago. ”
Arius, and they had an impromptu
Today.
I do not know a person who loves the race and in four straight heats Arius
woods and waters of Maine or to cast won and I don’ t wonder the fair driver Big Bottle—35 cents—Your Dealer.
the fly for the trout better or is more was a little proud, do you?
FREE Sample by Mail.
of an expert angler than Mr. Southard.
Almost any summer day Mrs. Burns “ L. F .” MEDICINE CO., Portland*'
specimens, among them being polished
specimens of agate, turquoise, red cha
meleon agate, cinnamon garnet and
beautiful specimens of pink, green and
red tourmalines just as taken from the
mine.

Sportsman's Display At the Pana
ma-Pacific International
Exposition.

NECESSITIES
OF LIFE

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, JANUARY 8, 1914
His skin garments shut away both with before he approached the den. ing houses, of which there are many,
tonly disturbed or destroyed. Report
light and air from the cuticles and Afterwards he said he wished he had; both in Hamilton and in all parts of the
violations
of law to the game warden.
OF W IN TER AIR interfere with skin excretions and res that a fellow who would venture into
country and St. George’s.
Teach the children to watch and pro
piration. The Eskimo emerges from a bear’s den ought to be pounded on
Temperature ranges from 55° to
his long winter sleep.
the
head.
It
was
a
narrow
escape
for
j
75°
in winter; the average for the tect the birds. Let every boy become
The recently published accounts by
Science
and
experience
have
taught
the
bear-hunter.
year
is 70° . There are not many days a champion of birds and harmless wild
Commander Peary and Captain Amundus
how
to
support
an
unnatural
cove:
Mr.
Mace
decided
that,
inasmuch
as
j when any artificial heat is needed, or creatures.
Prevent your cat from
;(,nof their polar experiences make
the den had been newly made, the bear when top coats are worn for comfort,
hunting birds, and mercifully kill sup
raluable reading in these days of early ing of the skin without seriously inter
fering with its functions, how to con had prepared his den, and as soon as it The nights are always cool and very
sinter, and recall the face that the
became cold enough he would gather damp; dew fall is heavy. Spring or ernumerary or homeless cats that live
revivors of Arctic hardships and pri- struct houses to dwell in without mak
dry cedar bark, brakes and leaves fall clothing, with summer underwear. by hunting. Observe the game laws
fatioiw, great and perilous of life ing them death traps, how to provide
enough not only to make his bed, but are about the things needed here in yourself, and try to create sentiment
at
all
seasons
wholesome
food
adapted
though they be, always come back to
have enough left to plug up the en- winter. In summer the natives wear that it is for everyone’s interest to
to
our
natural
needs.
Thus
the
civil
;vilization in the finest health. The
j trance tightly. He also says they are as little as the law allows, yet the mer
have these laws observed. Feed birds
.teresting records of daily experi ized man is prepared to reap all the
physical advantages which pertain to great weather prophets, staying out cury seldom goes higher than 86 0 in
encespublished by the various explor
till a few days before a severe storm the shade, and an ocean breeze blows in winter—suet and seeds for small
eswho have spent months and years crystal-clean, zero air, while he is able
birds and grain under shelter in woods
which will be the real beginning of across the islands almost every day.
amongthe ice floes and blizzards of the at the same time to avoid all the dis
and fields for game birds where these
winter.
advantages of polar temperatures.
0
J. C. H.
jlar regions include no mention of the
are found. Back up the game wardens
Mr. Hagan himself is some hunter
To be able to avail ourselves of win
gastric woes, colds, influenzas, pneu
and encourage them to enforce the
for
a
few
years
ago,
while
running
ter’s blessings we must first of all
monias or rheumatisms. The univerlines in this same vicinity, he had the EVERY MAN A GAME WARDEN laws.
ill experience has been continuous ro- ,change our attitude of mind. We have
In Connecticut this year we are in
skill to kill a partridge with a club, so
:it health, notwithstanding hardships
* '*
troducing a new state system.
We
it is not probable that he would have
We
must
dismiss
this
idea
By Herbert K. Job, State Ornitholo have an admirable new commission of
}f the most trying kind, exhausting ex-i
y *
missed
Mr.
Mace.
and become fully possessed of the pur
ertions, and a most unnatural dietary.
gist of Connecticut.
fisheries and game, representative and
pose to attain all the benefits and de
This extraordinary health, notwith
Thanks to a splendid dry breeding non-partisan, one member from each
lights which winter can give. In order
standing many disadvantages, must be
j season, more birds and game were county. They are gentlemen of stand
to do this it is important to know that j
cae to the purity and density of the
|reared this year in Connecticut than in ing and ability, no mere politicians,
wl»r air, the absence of dust and dust to get. .all. the possible advantages of 1
a long time. Quail recently almost ex- serving without pay because of personpm, and the stimulating influence of j
.. not M ««» « r y to suffer any j
! tinct are in some localities almost nor- i al interest in the supject.
Two of
discomfort or inconvenience whatever.
sid, since these are the only salutary
mally abundant. The ruffed grouse ■them are able ornithologists, Dr. SanThere are to be no chills, no shivers, no
farces which are increased in the polar
, also has done finely.
Stopping of |ford and Mr. Pease, and one, Rear Adregions.
spring shooting has greatly increased miral Goodrich, is eminent in the ser"
“
r
L
C
°p
Z
r^
Z
|
&
>]•«"■»«
“
Bermuda
Where
One
fort. These
It thus appears that a winter near
the ducks. In this memorable year the vice of his country. The new secrefor by means of extra wraps, hoods,
Can Get Two Crops a Year.
•je North Pole is a most effective
Federal government undertakes the tary, Charles H. Perse, of Cannan, who
mittens, if necessary supplemented by
leans of securing a great health upprotection of our migratory birds. Our will largely represent the commission
hot water bottles or other warming de
jft, a veritable physical regeneration.
esteemed Senator, Hon. George P. to the public, is a genius, and GoverHamilton, Bermuda, Dec. 28, 1913.
vices.
These experiences are verified, too, by
McLean, has carved his everlasting nor Baldwin could not have found a
My dear Maine Woods:
The only thing essential is the breath
•jewomierful results obtained in the
On this calm, sunshiny Sunday after memorial in the enactment of the Me- man more fit for the position. A pub<itdoor treatment of consumption, ing of cold, dry, pure air, and perhaps noon, sitting in the midst of perpetual Lean law. The nation has also prohib- lisher and writer by profession, he
recognized as the one and only the exposure of the face to the nerve bloom and never-ending vegetation, a ited the importation of wild bird plum- writes graceful and courteous letters
jeans of curing this malady. The stimulating influence of a zero-cold ' word or two regarding these gardens in age. Our ladies will be more beautiful promptly to correspondents. An enresults are obtained in t h e c o ld ja^mosP^ere* The hand and feet, the the eea I thought would be acceptable than ever, and so will our fields, wood- thusiastic student of birds and game,
mBonand in the coldest climates. Phy- I whole body, must be kept warm and to you and, perchance, of some passing lands and waters.
he owns and lives on a most picturdcians no longer feel it necessary to j comfortable at any expense, otherwise interest to your many readers.
Because we are beginning to have j esque estate which he is turning into a
recommend their parents to remove to ; no benefit will be gained. The blood
After a day of heavy northwest wind more birds and game again, shall we game preserve and bird refuge. The
iwarm climate, but simply to send must be kept in the skin and peripheral the mercury stands today at 68, with redouble our efforts to slaughter them warden force are now paid far more
aemout of doors in all climates and in organs. A cold skin and cold extremi not breeze enough to stir the tall and defeat the beneficent efforts of en- adequately than before, and earnest
ill weathers, finding the coldest cli ties mean congested liver, the stomach palms or put a ripple on the harbor. lightened humanity and of the Creator? ' efforts have been made to tone up the
mate and the coldest weather the and other viscera overfilled with blood More than 600 tourists arrived by two Civilization must have advanced far service. Politics is debarred, and it
and consequently in a crippled ccndi- steamers from New York last Friday enough to make it reasonable to expect j has been made understood that any
best.
The newest medical science and the tion, and an overworked heart. With morning, the Caribbean and the Ber- Ithe intelligent citizen—men and women ; employee who violates this regulation
most recent human experience have an equable circulation and the exhilar- mudian. The latter left New York 24 alike—to assume active responsibility will be summarily discharged. The
jpened our eyes to the surprising fact |ation and feeling of reinforced energy hours after the Caribbean but arrived for the restoration of birds and game ; new superintendent, James W. Tyson,
•.hat winter’s cold is not an enemy, j and fitness which comes from the ap- here first. Both ships are seaworthy in Connecticut. Laws and police are ! who is entrusted with carrying out the
but a friend. Jack Frost is not a thief ' ProPriation of winter opportunities, and safe.
necessary, but if every intelligent and plans of the commission, is a thorough
ud a robber, but a Good Samaritan. there is an enormous increase in the joy
These islands are situated in the At. thoughtful person in the state who has i gentleman of scientific attainment and
Winter is not a calamity, but an oppor living.
! lantic ocean about 800 miles due east of any opportunity would make this a executive ability. With the co-opera
tunity, a chance to rally our vital
I Charleston, S. C .; about the same dis matter of personal interest and con tion of the public, the new regime may
forces, to recover the stamina which
tance south of Halifax, N. S., and 700 cern, the result would be astonishing. j be expected to set a pace and example
Here are some few suggestions. Let |among our state of which Connecticut
jammer germs have weakened and THIS BEAR NOT MUCH LIKE JOE miles southeast from Nev7 York. They
every
farmer and landholder see to it may rightly be proud,—Forest and
sammer heat has attenuated. The al
1
lie
1,000
miles
north
of
the
West
Indies
KNOWLES
ternation of seasons afforded by the
and, although far above the line of that on his own land birds are not wan- Stream.
temperate zones is the greatest possi
frost, natural ice and snow have never
Red Bank, N. J., Dec. 26—A bear
bleblessing to civilized man. The cold
invaded these remnants of the Garden
season affords a means by which the cub standing on its hind legs greeted of Eden.
disease producing influences of our ! ex-Police Chief Henry Lewis this morn
Think for a moment of two crops of
perverted civilization may, to a very ing when he opened the door of the Red potatoes a year, or three if you want
largedegree, be counteracted. Civil : Bank garage. Lewis was so frightened them! Two crops of grapes on the
ized man is indeed much better pre Jthat he locked himself in the office, and same vine—January and July! Onions
pared than is the Eskimo, to avail him ' the bear had to be subdued with a re in two crops if wanted. Strawberries
self of cold weather privileges. The volver and an iron club by Fred Waters, ripening at Christmas time and for two i
polar summer is too short to permit the j its owner, before Lewis could get out or three months afterward!
Figs,
1of the office.
Eskimo to raise a crop and so he is com
dates, cocoanuts, oranges, lemons, ba_ _
. .
.
.
Waters, an ice boat skipper, cap-1
pelled to live upon a diet better suited
other West India J O J 1 C a i l i P a n d h o t e l P r O P H e t O r S
lO
g e t
tured the bear at Newburne, N. C., a nanis, andT trnmany
n
r w i t r o f n rro v rl
a an
-L
A
A.
for the Polar bear or the Arctic wolf
fruits do wellll iin
private
gardens,
so
short time ago and locked it in an imthana natural vegetable feeder, whose
also do loquats and peaches. All the
! provised cage in the boiler room of the
proper home is some thousands of miles
Iknown garden vegetables flourish and
garage preparatory to training it. The
tothe southward. The igloo in which
are shipped to New York for sale and
|cub forced apart the bars of the pen
belives has no facilities for ventilation,
distribution “ in the dead of winter”
; last night and waited for some one to
and affords no convenience for baths.
safely.
show up. Lewis was the first.
He
1tried to be nice, but the cub was an I know not what Heaven’s joys may be,
Nor what its royal sports,
gry and the office door looked inviting
But here I rest in what, to me,
to Lewis as a safe haven,
Is one of Heaven’s fair courts.
His shouts ‘ It’s a bear, it's a bear!”
J. C. H.
attracted
Waters,
who
was
sleeping
FAMOUS
Mark Twain, who often visited Ber
upstairs. Waters also tried kindness,
which failed and then fired several re muda. once wrote to some friends in
BACKWOODS
volver shots at the floor. The noise the states, ‘ ‘You may go to heaven if
FAIRY TALES
scared the bear and Waters finally you want to but I ’d ‘ruther’ stay
cowed it into the cage and released here.” He is also reported to have
said: “ Bermuda is heaven but you
the prisoner.
sometimes have to go through hell to
get there.” That was about our expe
Eil Grant. B eaver Pond Camps
CRAWLS INTO BEAR’ S
N«wreading matter, interesting:.
nCM AT MAD AVII IF rience
rience when
wnen soon
suuu after
a n c i leaving
leaving Sandy
o»uu y
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
U til A I JflAKAYlLLt, Hook behind, Nov. 29, our gallant ship
w»n we expected and the popular demand was
*•(treat tor a second edition that we published
plunged into a nasty sea which grew
•^enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
*»il (postpaid) at the low price named.
While J. f . Giles, Albert Mace and worse and worse for 60 long, tedious
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
L. F. Gile, with Ira Hagan, jr., were hours, or until we were well within the
J. W. BRACKETT CO
surveying timberland last week in blue waters of Bermuda.
Phillips, Me.
The scenes enacted on that memor
North Manaville, they ran scross what
Mr. Mace claimed to be a bear’ s den, able voyage (the very worst in 20 1
reports the Ellsworth American which years) were of thrilling interest and at |
MAPS O F M A IN E
tells the story as follows;
times bordered on the ragged edge of :
P V P T * V ia r l
V t/1 llctLl.
A pine stump about four feet in di panic and disaster. But, thanks to our H d V
RESORTS A N D R O A D S
ameter stood on a sandy knoll, and seaworthy ship; to Capt. Daniels and
ttt
•.
/*
1
1
•
~t
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries under one side of this bruin had dug his corps of capable officers, and to
‘0r maps tsf the fishing regions of the I
Providential deliverance, we made port
,tate, etc. We can furnish the follow- |a hole nearly the size of a barrel, and
after he had got in under the stump,
“[g maps:
franklin County
$ .50 |had dug out a den fully as large as a
^merset County
.60 Isugar barrel, throwing out a large
^xford County
.50 |
Piscataquis County
' .50 1mound of sand.
Mr. Mace is a skillful and veteran gers, of which number your corre- j
Aroostook County*
.50
Washington Count y
• .50 bear trapper, having trapped 46 thus spondent was one. My two ribs on the
Outing.'naK
map of xVlrlllir,
Maine, C
20x35
in
1.00 I far, and says he wishes to get four starb’rd side, just above the right hip,
n
AJ.
geological map of Maine
.35 more to make it 50. After exploring are still sore though the blow “ which
.35
j
map of Maine
.3 5 the situation for a few minutes, Mr. almost killed father,” was received
Androscoggin County
.35 Mace ventured into the den, feet more than four weeks ago. I was one
Cumberland County
Hancock County
.50 first.
of the few who answered every call of
Kennebec County
.35
the bugle for meals; did not have any
After
he
had
been
in
a
short
time,
Knox County
.35
sign of alarm nor was I seasick at any
he
set
up
a
terrible
growl,
and
sang
Lncoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
He is coming!” At lime on the trip.
Penobscot County
.50 out: “ Lookout!
waldn County
.35 the same time he came scrambling out.
Round trip tickets at $25 and up are
‘ ork Cbunty
.35 Mr. Hagan, in the excitement, not be on sale at several agencies throughout
ing so used to the woods as the others, New England and the country at large.
came near pounding him on the head Board and room at from $10 to $20 per
Phillips.
M aine. with a club he had provided himself 1week in the smaller hotels and board-

[HE BENEFICENCE

SOUNDS VERY
GOOD TO US

NOW IS THE TIME

ready fo r the com ing season, by hav
ing their booklets and stationery
printed.
W e are

equipped

with

m odern

machines and type, and can furnish
everything necessary

FOR THAT NEW
BOOKLET

to make it the m ost attractive you
W rite tor samples and prices, and

will help you plan your book to

S r r m ^ I l m a k e it a business getter.
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Where

DRAPERIES THAT LAST

clusion, transcribed from big diary, il
lustrate somewhat the workings of j
his mind:—“ A belief in a Causeless
‘Cause, a supreme Mind Power, an
Eternal Justice, an Uncreated Force, SIMPLEST FABRIC WILL BE BOON
does not alone make a man clear as
TO HOUSEWIVES.
to the fact whether he may or may
Lake Parlin House and Camps
not be an atheist. The Cause, the
Mind, the Justice and the Force be
in must be one which we" Makes Possible Decorative Effect*
A re delightfully situated on shore of Lake lieved
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley can address as ‘Our Father,’—one to
That Hitherto Have Been Out of
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o whom we may in prayer take all our
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
the Question— Will Not Fade
Lake Pailin and the 12 out ponds in the wants, our ca*-es, ‘Our Father Who
and Stands Tubbing.
radius o f fou r miles furnish the best o f fly Art in Heaven,’ I had rather die befishing the w hole season T he house and lV'viiv. this true, even though it be
cam ps are new and have all m odern con ven 
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock error, than to live as some men of
The discovery of a sunfast fabric,
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is unexcelled.
great science have lived.”
which can be utilized for draperies,
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
He
wrote
at
length
his
thoughts
on
tain clim bing, autom obiling, etc.
evolution and on the immortality of wall coverings, furniture and many
the soul, in both of which he was a other articles, and which has Just
r
W rite for booklet.
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor.
Jackman, Maine
beeh put on the market, Is sure to
firm believer.
Fte copied in his diary, and loved mark an epoch in the art of making
DANIEL FRANKLIN HODGES
to quote, the beautiful lines of Ella the home beautiful. It will also make
F I S H I N G
Wheeler Wilcox: —
possible decorative effects In the
AT
‘‘So many gods, so many creeds,
simplest home, as the fear will be
(Continued from Pare On*.)
So
many
paths
that
wind
and
wind,
John CJarville’s Camps during the best and most active years While just the art of being kind
eliminated of having draperies, which
in a few weeks will only be fit to
at Spring Lake
of his life. His publishers were burn Is all the sad world needs.”
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps ed out, and the valuable plates that
It is hoped that some one who knew throw away.
•re most charmingly situated on the shores of had cost him years of effort w'ere
This fabric, although woven from
Prof. Hodges well may be able to
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
The plates had been removed compile and publish his mans’ poems, cotton, has a beautiful silk-like lus
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, gone.
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen only to be at last overtaken and wiped arguments, bits of wisdom and phil ter, which never wears off, and the
ery and pure mountain air. Elay fever and malaria out by the flames.
Insurance would osophy, his book reviews anf] other folds shimmer and change color In dif
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and Balmoo fishing and in the neighboring have helped, but as the plates had writings. It would indeed make a col
ferent lights, Just as do the finest In
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. been removed from the building where lection valuable and interesting.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family covered by insurance, the policies be
Daniel Franklin Hodges wras born at dia silks. It comes in varieties rangsummer resort. Telephone communications with
Belfast, Maine, Feb. 17, 1834 and died lng from the lightest, daintiest goods,
* illage and doctor. References furnished. Terms came void.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
Some of th«e music mentioned above at Phillips, Maine, Dec. 8, 1913. He such as are used for casement cur
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
was written and published subsequent married, January, 1859, Margaret Ann tains to the heavier weaves, suitable
to the fire. But, discouraged, and Calden of Phijlips, Maine, who sur for upholstering furniture, wall coverSADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS.
In the hampered by his great financial loss, vives him. Three children were born
ings and window seatings, and it will
R angeley R egion. Booklet.
the after life of Prof. Hodges was per to them:—Carrie V. Hodges Hewey,
Hem on S. Blackwell. Dallas. Maine
ceptibly clouded and a brilliant ca who died at Rangeley, Maine, in 1885; resist the destroying effects of the
reer dwarfed by this misfortune. Lizzie L. Hodges Ross, now living at sun.
JIM POND G A M P S
Although sunshine is a synonym for
Genius had been thwarted in her am Gardner, Mass.; and "Walter S. Hodges
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
health, happiness and optimism, wornbition, yet who can say that we, who now living at Phillips, Maine.
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard have enjoyed the literary productions
Services for decease,}. were held at en in the home and decorators have
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write and the wise philosophy of the man, his late home, on Dec. 10, 1913, con always dreaded it. Outdoors we all
are not richer because misfortune ducted by Rev. Melvin S. Hutchins, have loved the sun; indoors we have
for booklet.
made him financially poorer?
who in the course of his remarks read feared its destroying effects on fur
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Yes, withal, he was a poet and a
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me. philosopher. Indeed he had various the following beautiful poem written nishings, which from the effects of
by him who was present but heard i t ; light gradually have lost their luster,
avocations: In his earlier days he not: —
have faded and become streaky. Ex
taught successfully both day and
singing schools. He at one time con
pedients of all kinds have been resort“There Is No Death”
templated the study of medicine, and
ed to, and we have lived behind drawn
was proficient in anatomy, jihysiology One night in June, just after twilight blinds when the sun shone, in rooms
and hygiene. His immediate neighbors
sped,
which were, of course, stuffy and more
H. M. C A S T N E R ,
Prop’r. and
friends will sadly miss his sound When earth was carpeted with blos
or less unhealthy.
judgment and ready suggestions in in
soms ram
Portland,
Maine
With this new fabric the home no
cipient cases of illness. He was an Snowed from the trees, and wove with
longer need be rendered gloomy and
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for agriculturist well versed in modern,
violets
ft4aine vacationists, tourists and sport s scientific methods of farming. He was Tn patterns picturesque, and infinite,— j unsanitary by the exclusion of light
for many years a valued contributor The young moon floated out behind a ' and air in the effort to preserve the
men. All farm, dairy products, pork to the columns of the Maine Wood#,
colors of draperies and furnishings.
cloud
and poultry from our own farm, enabl Farmington Chronicle, Portland Tran Gold-fringed,
semi-transparent, and This new material not only will not
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, script and various other newspapers.
shot forth
fade, but it also will stand tubbing.
As a poet, however, he was not a mere Her crescent bark on the blue sea of
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
There is an unlimited choice of color
rhymester, with only a knowledge of
heaven.
American plan. Send for circular. |the necessary feet and accent. His
ings, weavings and design, and it
Beyond her far in depths ceruleous,
poetry was full of thought and al A little star blazed in Its destined i should be a simple matter to obtain
harmonizing effectB.
ways clothed with the strength of real j
path;
Camps at Long poetic beauty. His poems reflected
Take the matter of slip covers for
Tn
semblance
farther,
where
heaven
Pond.
Ma n y his great love of nature. He loved
furniture. Nowhere have the changes
meets the earth
out-lying ponds, and often portrayed in his writings In childhood's eye, or fancy’s reverie. brought about by these fabrics been
the awful grandeur of the storm, the Rolled cloudy portents of the coming more marked. Formerly the choice
Write
S. C. HARDEN,
lightnings lurid flash, the ocean wild i
storm.
of materials and colors was limited
Rangeley, Maine and. majestic. No less he loved and
Anon the fires of heaven flashed to such goods as would stand the ef
sang of Nature in her peaceful moods,
brightly through
—of quiet summer days and moon-lit The coming gir>om, and later still fects of light and laundry. They cer
MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
tainly were not decorative and were
his career, suggested reference to his
AND LOG CAMPS.
there came
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Beat fishing region- nights, of hazy mists, of lakes and Low mutterings of the tempest sweep suitable mostly for bedroom use and
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
streams, of forests, birds and flowers.
In summer homes. Slip covers can
ing on.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
His poetic lines often revealed a The little star sped on its west'ring now be made to match your door and
touch of sadness, of disappointment.
course;
window draperies, and you can have
DEAD RIVER REGION
This, to those who knew something of But soon its beauty faded as it died
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every goal of his ambition. Especially ap In gloom, and sunk shivering in dark slip covers that are real upholstery,
in exquisite taste and style, and still
particular. Maine’s idea! family vaca parent is this in the following lines of
ness.
a poem written and dedicated by him Meanwhile, with tear-dimmed eyes I retain the sanitary, cleanly features of
tiou resort. Good fishing and hunting to Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Sawyer: —
the washable slip cover.
watched the west.
t«CUUQ. Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F
That star was rising in another clime,
“
Why
We
Sing”
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
And I could see the truth as one has
DRAPED SHOULDERS
writ: —
If it were mine
OUANANICHE LODGE.
Through long bright summer hours. ‘‘ .Fliere is no Death. The stars go
Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co.. Me.
down
From rosy morn till day her portal
W orld wide known fo r its famous fishing,
To rise upon a fairer shore.”
closes.
vacation and hunting country.
Solos were rendered during the ser
Norway Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake And dew drops nestle down amid the
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
vice by N. P Noble, for many years
roses.
■auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
sit 'neath wild-wood
hillside an Intimate friend of Prof Hodges.
machines. From there
can take steamer ts To
Interment was in Evergneen Cemetery,
any part o f the lake territory. The best hunt
bowers,
in g . fishing and vacation section o f beautiful I never would repine
at Phillips Village, where the usual
W ashington Co. Address for particulars W . G.
Masonic burial service was conducted
ROSE. Manager, Princeton, Me.. Dec. 1st to If but to me
by Blue Mountain Lodge of Masons
A pril 1st.
Were given music’s grace,
And I could write the language of of which the deceased was one of the
oldest, most beloved and honored
R A N G E LE Y L A K E S
heart-beating.
Camp Bemls, The Birches, The Barker. W rite Though life’s short day went by like members.
fo r free circular.
In the words of Prof. Hodges him
shadows fleeting,
CAPT. F. C. B A R K E R . Bemis. Maine.
self. may be adde<j
If I could only fill that place,
“ A Thought”
How happy I should be!
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Ah, friends, dear friends, whether you
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly Yes; if my pen
or I
fishing begins about June 1. Send fo r circular. Illusions could unfold
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO.. By words, as painters to the eye Next drop from the throng we cannot
Upper Dam, Maine.
tell.
earth’s blooming
When Autumn spreads his veil, the Next drop from the throng which is
BELG RADE LAKES. MAINE.
passing by
glens entombing
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’ s Hotel in New
As swift as the years; and we ask
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, In tints of emerald beauty, red and
with a sigh:
gold.
bast trout fishing in Maine.
Have we done our life-work true and
CHAS. N. HILL & SON, Managers.
I should be happy then.
well?
In words like these
R A N G E LE Y LAKES.
Are we any better prepared to die?
Kind friends to cheer us seek,
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot Their loving eyes unselfishness re
o f Bald Mountain in a good fishing section.
vealing;
Badge of Servitude,
Steamboat accommodations O. K. Telephone
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write They little know the graves our hearts
Would-be aristocrats in America
fo r free circulars to
concealing
who are wont to decorate the hats of
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r.,
Of buried hopes, of which we never
This bertha of maline lace does not
Bald Mountain,
Maine
their coachmen with cockades are
speak.
obliterate the gracious lines of shoul
probably
ignorant
of
the
fact
that
from
CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the When thus they seek to please.
a European standpoint the cockade is der and arm, hut it adds the essential
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why
The portrait of Prof. Hodges and only used to show that the wearer is a touch of drapery without which a bod
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
Camps reached same day from Boston. two of his poems appear in “ The Lo servant of royalty. Across the water ice seems rather severe these days.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing, cal and National Poets of America.”
the cockade can be legally worn o n ly The lace bertha harmonizes -well with
Although his foems have been wide by servants of royalty, including naval a little frock of dove gray chiffon,
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
ly read and admired, yet to his most
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
and military officers, diplomatists, lieu worn with buttoned boots of gray
GUY GHADOURNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine intimate friends they do not portray tenants, deputy lieutenants and high suede.
the real genius of the man in any
greater measure than do the expres sheriffs of counties. As worn by these,
Silk Petticoat Guards.
sions, written or verbal, of his phil the color is black. The black cockade
From Both Sides.
It is an excellent scheme to rein
Steamers plying between England osophical mind. For he was indeed was introduced in England by the
and Holland have been equipped with a philosopher. He read extensively house of Hanover, although previous force the new silk underskirt before
apparatus by which all their lifeboats and his grasp of the subjects read thereto it had been worn In various wearing it. In this day of narrow
was marvelous.
His memory was
can be launched from either side of keen. He delighted to delve into the colors. A -scarlet cockade was in skirts the knees will mb through silk
vogue during the time of Charles I skirts at an alarming rate. This diffi
a vessel.
deeper subjects of art, science, his
tory, philosophy. He was a man of His son adopted white, the badge of culty is overcome, however, by tak
letters and knew well the literary the Jacobites, while orange was the ing a piece of the old silk skirt and
A Maine Record.
color of William of Orange. Orange making a patch of it on the wrong
“ I think I can safely lay claim to merits of the great writers of all
remains the color In the Netherlands. side of the new skirt just where the
having hauled more wood into Rock times. No one knew the Bible, its his
Black and white is the color in Ger knees come. This acts as a knee
tory
and
literature,
better
than
he.
land than any other one man,” says Referring to his reading habit, he
'Hia Tolman of Rockville. “ I have wrote in his ‘‘Common place book,” as many, black and yellow in Australia, guard and makes the petticoat wear
„.i It si^ty years, hauling an av he called his diary: “It appears true tricolor in France, scarlet In Spain! a much longer time without the con
erage
200 loads a year with an av to me that the man or woman who blue and white In Portugal—that is spicuous outside patch that would
erage of seven feet to the load, I has an abiding love for nature, for lit before the revolution—and black, red otherwise have to be put upon the
brought my first load into town behind erature and for art, has something to and yellow In Belgium. The word new skirt in a short time if one
a pair of steers in 1850 and sold it to fall back upon in any place in life.— “cockade” comes from the French ‘‘co- wished to be economical. When sew
the late S. H. Burpee for two dollars something which nothing short of de carde,” originally applied to the feath ing the guard to the wrong side of
ers of the cock worn by Croatian sol the new skirt, see that the stitches
mentia can take away,”
n. cord.”—Kennebec Journal.
The following reasoning and con diers serving in the French army.
are considerably larger on the wrong

To Go In Maine
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side than on the right. This wm
make the stitches that, show much
further apart and, consequently, not
so noticeable.
Novelty in Combs.
A hinged comb is another odd idea
just introduced. The top of most
combs so far stands up in a line with
the teeth and stands out from ths
hair. This way the top is hinged and
when the comb is placed in the hair
the top bends down flat against the
head. It comes in plahi amber or
fancy rhinestone effect.

CALL^FOR WORK OF EXPERT
City Once Properly Laid Out, Real.
dents May Be Trusted to Develop
and Beautify It.

!

▲ movement of the first Importance
and of great proportions la taking
place among American cities, which,
while it has not attracted any very
marked degree of attention on th
part of the general public, is yet o&
«
which will have lasting consequence
of the most tx^eflcl&l character,
writes author of "American City
j Planning,” “Modern City Planning
and Maintenance."
This movement, the replanning o(
cities, has only begun to take shap
j In this country In the last few yean
: but already great progress has bees'
made, and plans of the most elaborate'
and magnificent character have beet
' proposed.
; The subject Is one of such lmpor
i lance in the social, asthetlc and poe
tical betterment of cities that It lao!
vital interest not only to the city td
snlnistrator, the engineer and the arch
itect, but also to every citizen w
ho
has the advancement of his city’s wel
fare at heart.
The work of the expert is to sups
I vise the whole undertaking, to coti ceive the design and develop the plac
to direct the work of the engineering
staff and that of the office as well. He
is the directing head of the whole un
dertaking, and working In harmony
with the commission, should havei
free hand to develop the best possible
plan. In cases where more than ow
1 solution of the problem of the citfi
! replanning is practicable, he should
Bubmit tentative plans for the te
ther consideration of the commlssioi
and the public.
When the work of the expert hs
been completed a public exhibition
i should be held of the drawings ini
the plans and they should be subject
ed to the criticism of the public H
large and discussed In public roes
lngs and in the press.
The commission should then dectof
upon the plan to be adopted and tin
work then should be actually under
taken.

SAVE MONEY FOR TAXPAYERS
English Cities Draw Revenue Fro*
Exploitation of Municipal Proper
ty or Some Points of Interest

Norwich, Eng., has converted th
Norman keep of her castle Into o»
of the finest museums In the country
and makes It minister In a small w
to her rates; while the famous tn!
beautiful Valley Bridge at Scarborough
yields a yearly profit of about $10,W
to the corporation for various tovi
purposes. For a whole century Pfr
mouth has been owner of her Ths
ter Royal, ever since Its foundation
stone was laid by Mayor Lockyer b
1811, and Its lease reduces the rate
by considerably over $5,000 a year.
The ratepayers of Birkenhead o**
much relief to the famous ferry aero*
the Mersey to Liverpool. It owni i
fleet of many steamers, which, as ct’
Mers of goods and passengers, c«
tribute, It Is said, something like $W
000 a year to the municipal exchequer
the contribution to the rates durltf
the last half-century falling little sho"
of Vialf a million pounds. Llverpo®
makes from $15,000 to $20,000 by th
annual exhibition of pictures In 'J'
Walker Art gallery.
Already it b
claimed that more than $5,000,000 b*
gone to the city funds from this sour*
alone, in addition to the profits m»!!
In other directions, such as electti'
lty works and the manufacture of cor
crete slabs for paving purposes. &
fact. Liverpool Is credited with ogl
ing well over $500,000 a year by 1°
various enterprises.
Demi-Toilette.

For informal occasions a very cM
lng black crepe de chine, extending
into a pointed train, has two rather
deep flounces of black tulle im®*
diately before the waist, the lower
reaching almost to the knees, th«
other ending halfway to the wai»!
and both bordered with a sequin^
j ribbon set on to a thin w ire, consc
! quently standing well away from tt*
figure but not connecting the lines ol
it. The bodice:
Ful^ bretefles d
black tulle cross the shoulders fro®
the waist, w’here they are drawn lDt°
a full belt of the same material. Tbew
bretelles are carried o?fer the vetf
tips of the shoulders and form short
sleeves. Across the chest are fold5
of white tulle fastened with a largp
bow of the sequined ribbed ^
drooning ends.

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS,
CLOSE OF SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL.

MAINE, JANUARY 8, 1914.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berry
I has been laid up for about four weeks
Recitation, Jolly Little Jo,
j with a bad cut on the hip has returned
Weston Toothaker
Calden School, January 5.
j to his work at H. H. Landers’ camp
School in the Calden district closed Recitation, Mollie Whimper,
i where he is taking charge.
Amanda Kempton
.Jan. 3, after a very successful term of
20 weeks taught by Miss Hortense Dialogue, The Invitation,
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Weston Toothaker, Thelma Hewey
TEMPLE
Voter of this town. She was very
Kingfield, Me., Jan. 5.
Pantomime: Mrs. Alfred Toothaker,
much liked by her scholars.
Friday, January 2, the second basket
Mrs. Clifford Hunter, Helen
The pupils not absent were Marion
Jan. 5.
ball
game of the season was played at
Hunter and Hortense Voter.
That which Is lacking in vitality,
Hewey, Thelma Hewey and Leota
Mrs. Isaac Sargent who has been
French’s
hall
between
the
Phillips
debilitated, weak and thin, can
Hunter. Alice Hewey was absent only Music.
very
ill
with
pneumonia
is
much
better.
High and the Kingfield High. An ex
not possibly give proper nourish
Music was furnished by Henry Scam
one day and Weston Toothaker only
Mrs.
Sargent’
s
brother,
Frank
Furbish
ceptionally good crowd was in attend,
ment and strength—it must bo
two days. Those not tardy were Mar man, clarinet, and Prof. M. R. Keyes, ance and their attitude toward the vis of Danville, Mass., and her sister, Mrs.
purified, built up and vitalized by
J
cello.
ion Hewey, Alice Hewey, Thelma He
HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA.
iting team was much friendlier than J. F. Lowell o f Sioux City, Mo. are vis
wey, Leota Hunter and Weston Too
usual, for they cheered lustily the good iting her and their brother, Charles
thaker. Two pupils, Marion Hewey
work of the Phillips boys as well as I Furbish.
WEST MILLS.
«nd Leota Hunter, did not miss a word
EAST WELD
Mrs. Emma Hobert who has been
that of the boys of our home town.
in spelling during the winter term of
The game was one of the fastest suffering for ten days with a bone sore
West Mills, Jan. 6.
ten weeks.
on her finger, had the nail and the end
Jan. 5.
Mrs. Eliza Collins passed her birth* ever witnessed in town and all the play
of the bone removed Saturday and is
Thursday evening a box supper and
Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Buker returned
ers
deserve
much
credit.
The
passing
day at home Jan. 3. She was present
more comfortable.
entertainment were given for the pur
to their home in New Bedford, Mass.,
ed with a lovely birthday cake by our was exceptionally good and all were
pose of raising money to buy curtains
Saturday the 3rd.
noticeably
on
to
their
jobs
when
it
At
the
Grange
meeting
last
Tuesday
new trader’ s wife, Mrs. Fred Grant.
for the schoolroom. The pieces were
Daniel Whitney died December 22, at
The cake was frosted with brown with came to guarding. However, the K. the following officers were elected:
all finely rendered and a most enjoyable
white letters and figures on top, 1914- H. L. boys excelled in all ways, they Master, Ralph A. Smith; Overseer, La- his home where he lived with his son,
evening was passed by all. Following
1842. E. M. C., making Mrs. Collins having the ball in their possession most roy Dyer; Lecturer, Leona Hawes; Jesse and family. He has been in
is the program:
of the time and consequently nearly all Steward, Harry Blodgett; Asst. Stew poor health for some time, but passed
72 years of age.
Music.
the fast playing was done under or ard, Charles Preston; Chaplain, Clara away quite suddenly, being confined to
George Nichols of JacHjpan was in
near their basket.
Furbish; Treasurer; J. A. Derby; his bed only a few days. He was 69
Reading, Hunting a Mouse,
town Monday of this week to visit his
On the Kingfield team especial credit Secretary, Eldora Derby; Gate Keeper, years of age.
Charles Berry brother, Andrew Nichols, who had his
is given Alward, Porter and Barden Errol Horn; Ceres, Belle Hodgkins;
Recitation, Rover in Church,
Jesse Whitney recently lost one of
leg broken in the northern regions lum
Much Pomona, Ruth Hodgkins; Flora, Carrie his work horses. He has bought one of
Leota Hunter bering several weeks ago. He is im for their excellent shooting.
credit is also given Reed of the Phil Hodgkins; Lady Assistant Steward, I. H. Buker for a mate to the one he
Dialogue, A Game of Talk,
proving from the injury so he walks
Mrs. Charles Preston. Installation will has left.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berry about now with crutches and will be as lips team.
be January 13, John Blanchard, install
Following is the summary:
Music.
well as usual soon he rays.
Sedric Judkins, who taught the
ing officer.
K. H. S.
P. H. S.
Recitation, The Inventor’s Wife,
Grammar school two years ago was in
, K ateJ. Chapman goes to Madison Barden, rf,
Ig, Jacobs
Hortense Voter
town a few days last week calling at
this week to visit her daughter.
Porter, If,
rg, Sweatt
Dialogue, Writing a Book,
Charles Sanborn's and several places
F o r F r o « t B it e * an d C h a p p e d S k in
Frank Snell and family have moved Alward, c,
c, Reed
Marion Hewey, Alice Hewey, Leota
For frost bitten ears, Angers and at the village.
into Hiram Daggett’ s house.
Wing, rg,
If, Howland
toes; chapped hands and lips, chil
Hunter.
I. H. Buker was at Rumford last
blains, cold sores, red and rough skins,
Mr. and Mrs. Richmond and family Norton, lg,
rf, Croteau
Recitation, My Auntie’s Scolding,
there is'nothing to equal Bucklen’s Tuesday night being the guest of J. H.
Arnica
Salve.
Stops
the
pain
at
once
moved
into
the
Cain
house
for
a
time.
Score:
K.
H.
S.,
51;
P.
H.
S.,
27.
Thelma Hewey
and heals quickly. In every home there
Miss Lottie Oliver is confined to the
Goals from floor, Alward, 8; Porter, should be a box handy all the time. Soule.
Music
Oscar Conant and M. I. Buker were
Best remedy for all skin diseases, itch
7; Barden, 6; Wing, 3; Norton, 1; Reed, ing
Recitation, The Bishop and the Baby, house on account of a sore throat.
eczema, tetter, piles, etc. 25c. All the guests of 1. J. Buker on Friday
druggists or by mail. H . E . Ilu c k le n &
Raymond Lovejoy and wife were at 6; Croteau, 3; Howland, 2; Jacobs, 1.
Marion Hewey
last.
Goals for fouls, Reed, 1; Croteau, 2; C o. P h ila d e lp h ia or S t. L o u is .
West Mills last week. Mr. Lovejoy
Farce. Burglars,
Josiah Green, brave when there is no has returned to Orono. Mrs. Lovejoy Porter, 1.
Referee, Wyman and Payson alter
danger,
Henry Scamman is teaching in Anson at the Bixby
nating. Timers: McVoy and Warren.
schoolhouse.
Maria Green, afraid of burglars,
Scorers, Graffam and Tufts.
Hortense Voter
Toby, a negro, hired to catch burglars,
NOTICE.
Seward Dill
on
EAST MADRID
Kitty, the servant, afraid of no one,
Owner o f Deporti/t Book No- 1365,
Helen Hunter
Jan. 5.
Issued by the Kingfield
Savings
Reading, The Aspiring Dishwasher,
The Oberton League met as adjourn
Bank, has 'notified said Bank dn
for
Mrs. Charles Berry
writing that said book is lost, ajod ed with Mrs. George Gould. It will
Recitation, T*he Snow Fairies,
meet
in
two
weeks
with
Mrs.
N.
D.
that ah© desires to have a duplicate
Alice Hewey
book of deposit issued to her. No Wing. Miss Fern Gould joined the so
Recitation,
Helen Ross
tice is hereby given that If such ciety last Thursday.
Dialogue, Woman’ s Rights,
George Gould who is working in the
missing deposit book is not present
ed to the undersigned, treasurer of woods at Rangeley, spent a day with
his family recently.
Do you begin to cough at night, just when you said Bank within six (months after
P H A R M A C IS T
hope to sleep? Do you have a tickling throat
Mrs. Frank Barnjum and Miss Ber
the
last
advertisement
in
this
paper
that keeps you awake? Just take Foley’s Honey
tod Tar Compound. It will check the cough and that a duplicate book
Phillips, Maine
o f deposit tha Barnjum of Lynnfield Center*, Mass,
atop the tickling sensation at once. Does not upI [ ’ ] " ' J t I were guests last week of Mr. and Mrs
Mt the stomach, is best for children and grown will be issued.
Farmers’ ’ Phonel33-3.
George Barnjum.
persons. “
,
H- S. Wing, Trees.
R. H. PREBLE.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Wcrthley have
i
%
returned to their home in Rumford.
Halford Buker o f Weld was a guest
at N. D. Wing’s recently.
Mrs. Solon Mecham is boarding two RISE OF MORGAN DYNASTY
Diplomatic Rebuke.
A little known story of the Jewish
Swede fellnws who are working cutting
Foundation of Fortune Laid by Ances race in Portugal is told of King Jo
birch on thte farm, formerly owned by
tor Who Fought in Washington’s
seph I. of that country. On one oc
Charlie Stevens.
Army.
casion the king ordered that all Port
___
G.
L. Savage was in Madrid a few
uguese who were in any way allied to
days last week.
Most of our wealthy men started or descended from the Hebrew race
Ray L. Welts was in Avon for the in small ways. Carnegie was a mes should wear yellow hats.
The old
The kidneys are fo r rem ovin g w aste m atters
senger boy. Rockefeller tramped the Marquis de Pombal, then minister in
week end.
streets
to
get
a
petty
clerical
job.
from the sy stem .
These w aste m atters are
The mill at Barnjum will start Tues
chief, shortly afterward appeared at
H. H. Rogers and Russell Sage were court with three yellow hats under hi*
day we understand.
poisonous. W h en they are not prom ptly and com 
grocer's clerks.
Harrlman was a arm. The king smiling, asked him:
Miss Fern Gould returned to her
broker’s office boy. James J ITill * “What are you doing with these?”
pletely e x p e lk d fro m th e body th ey clog other
school in Phillips last Monday.
was a section hand, or something like
The marquis replied: “ I have them
organs, in terferin g w ith their w ork. Therefore
that
But four generations of the in obedience to your majesty’s com
Morgans have been born in the pur mand, for I really do not know a single
kidney trouble o fte n leads to other troubles— eye
STRATTON.
ple, so to speak. The Morgan dynasty Portuguese of note who has not Jew
diseases, nervous affections, chronic headache,
j runs back to the days of the Ameri- ish blood In his veins.”
Jan. 5. |can revolution. Joseph Morgan, after
“But,” insisted the king, "why three
rheum atism , neuralgia.
N e g le c tin g your kidneys
The village schools began January 5, fighting in Washington’s army, pro
hats?”
after two weeks’ vacation.
when there is an yth in g the m a tter w ith them is
ceeded to lay the fortune of the house.
“One is for myself,” answered the
The Stratton Manufacturing Com It did not take him long to rise to the marquis, “one for the inquisitor gen
a serious thing.
pany began hauling birch January 1st j control of the chief transportation lines eral by your side, and one is, in case
in Connecticut.
They were nothing your majesty should desire to be
to their mill.
E.
H. Grose has a four horse team dobut stage lines, but they were worth covered.”
controlling just the same. Later on
ing the toting from Bigelow station.
he figured as one of the capitalists
Miss
Verna
Danico
is
visiting
her
are we believe, a most effective remedy for kidney ail
j of the Aetna Fire Insurance company
Old Timber Stronger Than New
sister, Mrs. A. L. Savage at Greene’s
of Hartford. His grandson is J. Pierments and weaknesses of all kinds. We make this state
Which Is the stronger, a piece of
Farm for a few days.
pont Morgan, Sr., and young J. P. is sound old timber or a piece of new?
ment after long experience with other forms of kidney
Fred Drake from Beaver Pond camps of course, his greatgrandson.
We th.nk it probable that the major
treatment. We are confident that we are wise in select
underwent an.operation for appendici
Of all the multimillionaires of our ity of engineers would say that the
tis at Dr. E. J. Brown’s last week. The day, Morgan the elder remains the new timber was the stronger.
ing as a remedy that we can recommend, this one among
In
operation was performed by Drs. most inscrutable.
All the others, either case, however, the opinions
the many that w e have for sale.
Brown o f Stratton and Colby of Range- Rockefeller, Harriman, Rogers and the would be mere guesswork, for there
ley. He is doing as well as can be ex rest have at one time or another has been hitherto, so far as we recall,
pected. Mrs. Ray Lisherness is the thawed out in the presence of the no authentic information on this
newspaper and magazine men. Mor point. This lack Is now supplied In a
nurse.
gan has never thawed out. His per paper by Mr. C. P. Buchanan, In which
Mrs. Anna Hutchins has returned
We are so positive that Rexall Kidney Pills are unex
sonality is as far removed from pub he shows as a result of careful tests,
home from Mrs. James Fotter’s where lic scrutiny now as it was when he
celled by any other similar form o f kidney remedy, and
that sound timber a quarter of a cen
she has been working for several weeks was the center of the whirlwind con tury old Is materially stronger than
that they will do all we can claim, that we sell them with
Miss Stella Fotter has gone to North test with Jay Gould forty years ago.— new stock.
our own personal guarantee that they shall not cost the
Jay' where she will teach a term of Current Literature.
Mr. Buchanan’s tests were made on
user a cent if they fail to give entire satisfaction.
school.
white pine, but there is no reason to
—
------------------- -— — -------suppose that oak, hard pine or any
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jones and little
Sm uggled B rac e le t in Photograph.
other wood commonly used In build
daughter Doris visited his parents, Mr.
Of smuggling tricks there is no end.
and Mrs. A. M. Jones at Mt. Bigelow The Bangor (Me.) customs officials had ing would behave differently. It is
fair to conclude that all Wood main
camps over Sunday.
a new dodge sprung on them one day tains its strength, except as decay
SOLD ONLY AT
Fred Smith o f Madison is doing the recently in an attempt to get a gold weakens it or fire and mechanical ab
filing at the Stratton Manufacturing bracelet through without the payment rasion destroy it.—Engineering News.
Co. birch mill again this winter.
of duty.
Some one took a number of cabinet
Philander Taylor of Flagstaff, who
Progress.
photographs, but before tying them to
“Thirty years ago,” said a woman
gether to make them appear as a bun
THE
STORE
COLDS TO BE T A K E N SERIOUSLY
dle of photos he carefully hollowed of middle age, “it was the custom of
Intelligent people ralize that common cold a out a hole in the center and deposited demure girls to sit in public convey
should be treated prom ptly. I f there is sneezing
A superficial ex ances with their silk-gloved wrists
and chilliness w ith hoarseness, tickling throat the bracelet therein.
and coughing, begin promptly the use o f Foley’s amination of the package would have crossed. It is now the custom of de
Honey and Tar Compound. It is effective, pleas
mure girls to sit in public conveyances
ant to take, checks a cold, and stops the cough caused one to think that it was simply
that causes loss o f sleep and lowers the vital a bundle of photographs and allowed it with their silk-stockinged ankles cross
resistance.
ed.”—New York Sun.
to proceed without question.
R . H. PREBLE

BASKET BALL
AT KINGFIELD

Tired

Blood

; SPECIAL PRICES

BOX STATIONERY
TEN D AYS.

. E. H. W H ITN E Y,

FOR YOUR KIDNEYS.

REXALL KIDNEY PILLS

IF THEY FAIL— YOUR MONEY BACK

Price 50 cents.

R. H. PREBLE,
REXALL

PHILLIPS,

MAINE

I
|

1

10

CHRISTMAS
MYSTERY BAG
Keep Cows as Dolbier Does and
Make Money
(Special to Maine Woods.)

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS. MAINE, JANUARY 8, 1914.
at 20 cents $4.00; manure at $1.00 per
month per cow, $54.00; milk and cream
in family of 7, $36.00; skim milk to
feed, $24.00 ; 4 calves sold, $29.00; 1
calf kept, $15.00; total $811.73.
In
come per cow $180.38. Poultry, Janu
ary 1st, 1913, 104, reduced flock to 76 in
June; eggs produced in year 1913, 8058.
Total income of flock $208.04
Mrs. Lucretia Savage who has suffer
ed from rheumatism for 12 years and
for nearly a year has been practically
confined to her bed, is rejoicing over
the Christmas spirit of her many
friends and neighbors who left at her
door on Christmas morning numerous
gifts, chief Jamong which was an en
ormous mystery bag from the towns
people containing packages of all sizes,
shapes and description, the bag bearing
the label “ One package to be opened
each day. ” Already a nice puff, jar of
green peas, box of chocolates, booklets
and calendars have been taken out and
it will be several weeks before the last
mystery will be revealed. In addition
to the mystery bag were two small
Christmas trees perttily decorated,
from which a number of post cards,
pop corn, handkerchiefs and other use
ful gifts were hung, also scrim curtains
for the windows ornamented with a
large Xmas bell. These were present
ed by Mrs. H. S. Wing, Mrs. Burleigh
Batchelder and Mrs. F. O. Merchant.
A gift from Mrs. Sewall Potter and
Mrs. C R. Vose consisted of a large
box lined with holly-red crepe paper,
packed with bananas, oranges, apples,
cluster raisins, stuffed dates, figs,
grape juice, peanuts, fudge, walnut
creams, divinity fudge, and peanut
creams.
Grapes and oranges were
presented by the Huse family. Grape
fruit by the Kunnewell family. And
there were many other individual
gifts, but all useful and appetizing.
In speaking of the presents, Mrs. Sav
age said, “ It was a love ly surprise and
I am more pleased than I can express. ’ ’

REED’S MILLS.
January 5.
Mrs. Frank Dunham is quite ill. Mrs
Lydia Smith is also ill at the home of
her son, Frank Davenport. Their many
friends sincerely hope for their speedy
recovery.
Miss Hazel Sargent spent her Christ
mas vacation with her uncle, W. I.
Sargent.
The Ladies’ Circle met in an all day
session with Mrs. Ida Hathaway on
Jan. 1. A goodly number was present
and a very pleasant day was enjoyed
by all.
On Friday, January 2, a very pleas
ant evening was spent at the home of
F. H. Hathaway, where the ninth grade
of the various schools of Madrid, to
gether with the teachers, members of
the school board, also Miss Hazel Web
ber and Clifford Wing who it will be
remembered, graduated from the two
years’ High school course in this town,
January 1913 and entered the junior
year in Phillips High school in Septem
ber, were gathered for a social evening.
Games were played which everybody
enjoyed. Music both vocal and instru
mental by Misses Pearson, Barker,
Buker, Mrs. Pearl Smith and Clifford
Wing. Wing and Sargent also gave
great enjoyment to the company by
playing violin and bones, also harmoni
ca and bones. Several readings were
given by Miss Ruth Pearson which
were greatly appreciated. The com
pany left at a late hour, voting the
evening a most delightful one. A word
of appreciation should be expressed for
the interest manifested by J. H. Welts
of East Madrid, chairman of the school
board, who came over with a double
team bringing the teacher and the pu
pils of the ninth grade from that
school.

slipped and 'held in place.
On the right hand and left hand
flaps, four little pockets are arranged
to hold packets of needles, and in the
lower flap, there are two long pockets
for silks.
To close the case, the two side pock
ets are folded on to the scissors, and
then the lower pocket folded upwards

— -----------------—
jk
efful Than prisons or paras. What a
city really is, is told by the character
of her streets—not her high or broad
streets, so much as the streets out
where the population lives. What a
city government amounts to in estab
lishing the character of a city iB more
reflected in the gutters and crossings
than the proud parade on the public
occasions. A foul qr dirty Btreet »,
bad and dangerous sidewalk, a gu..
ter of standing, muddy water destroycivic pride and undermine a true citi
zenship.—Columbus (O.) State Jour
nal.

Kingfield, Jan. 5.
Mrs. Nettie Walker went to Farm
ington Saturday remaining until the
Model English Town.
middle of the week with her mother,
Burnville Is one of England’s model
Mrs. Brown, who has been suffering
towns. It was "developed along scien
from an injury to her knee caused by
tific lines by the Garden Cities and
falling.
Town Planning association of London.
Clifford Winter, who has been at
The association went to great pains to
home from Farmington High school for
make the place perfect in every re
a week, returned to Dr. Nichols, Tues
spect, in order to show the benefits
of well planned cities and townB. It
day.
W. S. Safford is exhibiting an egg
is claimed to be the most healthful
and cheerful place In England. There,
7 3-4 inches by 6 1-4 inches which was
are 925 houses In the model town.
laid this week by a Rhode Island Red
Not more than nine houses are built
hen.
on an acre. Kingsley road, which ie.
Mrs. Vivian Houghton of Wilton has
reproduced here, gives an idea of the
been visiting Mrs. Charles Chamberplace.
lain for several days.
and
the
flap
at
the
top
folded
down
The Old Dairy Homestead Company
wards. Ribbon strings are provided
gave their drama at Music Hall, North
Harry F. Beedy
Maud E. Be
to secure the case when closed, and
HARRY F. BEEDY & CO.,
New Portland, Thursday evening, Jan.
some pretty floral designs and pos
F ire Insusance A jrency.
1. There was a New Year’s ball after
Aprency for;
sibly the initials of the owner can be
The
Aetna o f H artfod,
the show with music by Peerless or
worked upon the exterior.
The Home,
The
Niagara,
chestra.
The colors of the materials are a
New York U n d erw riter’s Agency
The New Year’s ball held at French’s
matter of choice, but colors of too
o f New York.
Office at Residence.
light a shade should not be selected,
hall Wednesday evening, with an oys
M AIN ST..
PH ILLIPS, ME.
as they w’ill soil too quickly. Dark
ter supper in the vestry of the Univergreen or claret colored material would
salist church, was well patronized by
be serviceable and look well, and in
the townspeople.
both cases, the lining might be of pale
Mrs. Emma Wyman is visiting her
blue or yellow soft silk.
sister, Miss Foss of Wilton, for two
H eadquarters fo r every*
weeks.
COATS ARE TO BE LONGER th in g in the hardw are line.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles King have
closed their cottage on the island and
Parisian Dress Arbiters Have Said So, L u m b e rm e n ’s Supplies,
are boarding at the hotel.
but the Length Is to Have Some
Percy Guy Wilber and Evelyn Ber
B lack sm ith s’ Supplies,
Restrictions.
tha Taylor, both of Kingfield, were
Doors, Windows, Stoves, Tinware,
married Sunday December 28, by Rev.
Sporting Goods,.
Of one thing we are certain: That Plumbing Goods,
SALEM
Leonard Hutchins of East New Port
the coats on street suits are decidely Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Muresco, etc.
land. They were accompanied by Mr.
longer than what women expected
Now is the time to do spring Painting,.
Jan. 1.
It is true that many short coats were Repairing, etc
and Mrs. Lorenzo N. Wyman, a sister
WEST FARMINGTON
W. S. Dodge was home from Dix- brought over by the buyers, and bun
o f the groom and her husband, who
W e buy for the lowest
dreds more were made here, but the
field a few days.
acted as bridesmaid and best man.
January
5.
masters
of
dress,
in
Pari®,
accented
e
|Spot
Cash prices, and give
Mr.,
and
Mrs.
George
Tash
of
New
The bride was becomingly gowned
Miss Nettie Whiten is stopping with Vineyard were visitors in town this longer coat and their models are win
in light blue silk chiffon over blue
our custom ers the benefit of
ning out.
week.
messaline and Mrs. Wyman wore her mother, Mrs. N. E. Ranger.
One does not mean by this that the sam e.
Marguerite Brown is quite sick with
The “ Now and Then Club” met with coat reaches the knees, or that it is
her wedding dress of a few months
Mrs. Emma Ellsworth Tuesday even cut in a straight line around the fig
ago. The groom is the youngest son of consumption.
Mrs. Mary Tripp spent Christmas ing.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilbur, who
ure, but it does mean that the waist
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Reed, who have coat front reaches well below’ the
moved here from Somerset four years with friends at Temple.
Christmas was observed at the Red been visiting in Kingfield have returned waist, and the back drops half way
ago. He has taught successfully sev
down to the knees. There is no “ bob
eral terms of school at Dead River, schoolhouse by the Sabbath school. A home.
We are sorry to learn Mr. and Mrs. tailed” effect in the smart coat this
and since October has been station very pleasant time was enjoyed.
Herbert, Lilia, Nellie and Laforest Andrew Sawyer are about to move to month. It is excessively broad, and
agent at Bigelow, where the bridal cou
so full under the arms that it appears
ple will reside.The bride who has always Norton spent New Year’s at their Kingfield.
to be draped, and there is a narrow
grandparents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
S.
R.
Nor
G.
E. Berry is going to Kingfield tobelt across the back to push up the
lived here is the oldest daughter of
Mrs. Bertha Taylor and has assisted ton and returned to Strong the last of work; his family will stop at F. E. fullness above the waistline, but there
Rowe’s.
her mother for a number of years in the week.
is enough of a pephim below this
Jodie Hines has gone to Florida. His
Clarence Ellsworth and family have breadth and fullness to keep the
the central office of the New England
telephone company and at various brother Earl has taken his place.
come here from Massachusetts to proper proportions.
Farmers are improving the snow, spend the winter.
One of the very new street coats
times has supplied in the central office
,
of the Farmers’ telephone company. getting up their wood.
Gene Lisherness with Edgar Wills’ has a panel inserted down the middle
ALSO
Mrs. Mary Norton spent Christmas team and Percy Lovejoy and team go of the back which is cut six inches
Both young people are popular in town
Furniture
o f A ll Kinds
longer than the sides, hanging like a
and have the best wishes of their many with her daughter, Mrs. Dana Hamlin to Kingfield to work Monday.
sash
to
the
knees.
It
is
a
straw
friends. They departed Tuesday for at Temple and enjoyed the Christmas
Mr. Vaughn of Malden was here in which shows how the wind will blow.
tree at the village ; also at the Inter the interest of the parcel handle busi
their new home in Bigelow.
By the way, this coat wTas part of a
Miss Pearl Rogers of Carrabassett vale church, and attended the Free ness. We understand some of the ma suit that had many new features in
Baptist church at the village Sunday chinery is to be shipped back and only it. It was a canary yellow Suther
was a guest here Tuesday.
Phillips,
Maine
land tweed with a short skirt, a black
Miss Mabel Gatchell returned from and saw many old friends which was dowels manufactured here.
and
very pleasant.
satin collar on the coat and a lining
Madrid, Monday.
STRONG - MAINE.
of w'hite satin with dull purple stripes.
Mrs. George R. Jackson spent a few
Miss Edna Parker of Farmington
WORK CASE IN DARK COLORS It wras intended for country wear with
was in town Wednesday night to at days in West Farmington last week
a small black hat made of silk beaver
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
tend the New Year’s ball.
Will Hold Every Requisite for the holding upright a stiff yellow brush.
F.
O. Merchant has a flock of tenG. Smith.
Sewing Room and Occupies
Mrs. Whittemore has been to Pt.ru to
hens that laid nine eggs one day last
But Little Space.
Wholesale and Retail
FASHIONS AND FADS.
visit her niece.
week.
Leave your orders early for ntat
Mrs. Frank Blanchard was a caller at
Mrs. Edward Parker of Skowhegan
This is a neat and useful little case
Lace dresses are much in favor as winter’s supply. For prices apply to
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A S. R. Norton's; also Miss Della Wood designed for holding four pockets of
BEAL & McLEARY,
ball
gowns.
I
needles,
two
pairs
of
scissors,
and
from Watertown, Mass.
W. Lander the first of this week.
Office at Phillips Station.
The
transparent
tunic
is
exceeding
Mrs. Mary Tripp has finished work silks, etc. It can be carried out in ly popular.
The annual meeting of the Kingfield
string
silk,
casement
cloth,
art
linen
Chamber of Commerce was held at its for Mrs. S. R. Norton and gone to Wil
Velvet bodies have long, loose5000 Cords
or art serge, and lined with soft silk
rooms Monday evening, January 5, the ton.
fitting
sleeves.
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulpand bound at the edges throughout
The most fashionable “ sports” coat wood wanted, delivered at any static*
business being the election of t fficers
with narrow ribbon.
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. Iand to make arrangements for the ITPAYS TO ADVERTISE IN MAIN!
The center portion on which the is very English.
In lingerie the fish-tailed nightgown between Farmington and Rangeley and
annual ladies’ night.
WOODS. LOW ADVERTISEscissors rest should be stiffened with
between Streng and Salem.
ING RATES.
Fred Morris who has been sick for
cardboard sewn in between the cover is entirely new.
Mole
heads
the
list
of
furs
in
the
A
. W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, M«.
and the lining. In the center of this
some time is very low.
fashions of the moment.
;
part,
a
band
of
broad
white
elastic
Freeman Mosher of Farmington has
In the new silhouette the greatest
is sewn down at intervals so that it
NO QUESTION ABOUT IT.
been visiting his brother-in-law, Clif
width is at the hips.
forms
a
series
of
loops
into
which
ton Adams for several days.
Gun-metal-colored gloves with white
the scissors, bodkins, etc., may be
Cloyd Small taught the primary Kimball’s Liver Pills Mu$t| Cure;
stitching are new.
Office over National Bank.
Liver and Stomach Troubles or
school from Wednesday until Friday on
There are ribbed-lace shoes with
They are Free.
Phillips,
Maine.
gold cloth and satin uppers.
account of the illness of his mother*
Afternoon coats are made of wool Both ’ Phones
Mrs. Blanche Small.
Worms are a danger to the health of en velour or velour de laine.
R. H. Preble continues to sell Phil
The coldest weather of the season
a child. Make sure that such is not the
There is a back-to-nature trend in
occurred Thursday and Friday of last lips’ people with the understanding case with yo u r child.
that they positively must cure liver and
the shaping of the new corsets.
week. The thermometer registered 30 stomach trouble or they will not cost a
Signs of worms in children
a r e : Deranged stomach,
degrees below zero at several places in cent.
Experience has proven that
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Chenile Flowers.
swollen upper lip, sour stom
Kimball’s Liver and Stomach Pills cure
town on both mornings.
Chenile flowers are used for corsage
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
ach, offensive breath, hard
liver
and
stomach
trouble
in
forty-nine
Glen Taylor is working in the stable
and full belly with occasion bouquets now. They are made of
cases out of fifty. That is a rem rkof the hotel.
PHILLIPS,
- - - MAIN*
al gripinge and pains about strings of chenile, in heavy, soft qual
able statement consideting how diffi
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Wyman were cult it is to cure liver and stomach
the navel, pale face of lead- ity, looped into petals, and mounted
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Thurs trouble, but the fact in the case can be Trade Mark en tint, eyes heavy and dull, on green chenile stems, stiffened with
J. BLAINE MORRISON ■
ton of Danville Junction, from Friday easily verified, there is every reason to twite! ing eyelids, itching of the nos*-, wire. Brilliant but at the same time
have
confidence
for
Mr.
Preble
a ill itching of the rectum, short dry cough, soft shades of red and blue and violet
to Thursday of this week.
hand you back your money without the grinding of the teeth, little red points
Alvah Dunphy of Highland was in least hesitation should vou fail to be sticking out on tongue, starting during and green and yellow are used. These
little flowers have a charm all their
town Tuesday.
benefited and cured. You will Bee a sleep, slow fever.
If at all doubtful, make certain of own, and are especially effective worn Beal Block. PhillipN Fire and Life ?».*•rM**
O. C. Dolbier passes in the following marked improvement right away; all
of food can be eaten freely and is health bv using Dr. True’s Elixir, the on the dull, gloomy days for which
itemized statement of the income from kinds
more easily digested. There is no full family Laxative and Worm Expellei. December is famous.
.' is cows during the past year. On at- ness or distress after eating because It’s the one best thing for regulating
count of buying and selling, his held Kimball’s Liver and Stomach Pills aid the stomach and bowels and expelling
Appearance of Streets.
averaged four and one-half cows for the stomach to ausinrlate and digest worms. At your druggist's, 35c, 50c
The cleanliness, the neatness, the
the twelve months: Milk and cream the food and tones up the liver. Asa and $1.00. Advice free. Special treat
nerve tonic nothing in the world will do ment for tapeworms. Send for book.
beauty of streets and sidewalks are
sold, $245.71; butter made 1271 pounds you so much erood as Kimball’s Liver
influences in behalf of good order and
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
Evenkif* ky
at 32 cents. $403.52; cheese 20 pounds and Stomach Pills.
Auburn, Maine
& /v .
exalted citizenship that are more pow- appointment.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,

Pillows.

C. F. Chandler & Son,

COAL

E. C . Higgins, M. D.

WORMS IN CHILDREN

D.

R.

ROSS

Attorney - at - Law

Dr. W . J.

Carter,

DENTIST

Jr
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three months, when the weather is too j Mr. and Mrs. Warren Look. He was ' gestlon committees, j^rae men ngm- !
cal philanthropy that is attracting fa
cold for the church, will be held in the Iaccompanied home by his son Burchard lng a tire we must get In front of it. j vorable attention throughout the coun
reception room at the parsonage. This ! who had visited relatives and friends j A stern chase is, a vain chase in deal try. In Philadelphia, according to the
ing with this trouble. Can we hold our last annual report of the Philadelphia
meeting is held every Thursday n igh t' for several days.
at 7.30 o ’clock and is well attended.
Vacant Lots Cultivation association,
Frank Welch has been a great suffer ground there?
The answer applies to every grow the land is lent free of charge by the
er
from
asthma
for
the
past
few
weeks,
A large audience listened to a good
ing city: We can, if we begin at the owners. The association spends about
New Year’s sermon last Sunday morn but is some better at this time.
beginning.
City-planning is New five dollars a garden for plowing, fer
Charles
Richards
spent
Sunday
with
ing by the pastor, Rev. W. P. Holman,
York’s remedy.—Jacob A. Rlls In the tilizer and seed. Each garden is as
who used for his text, and gave as a his family. Mr. Richards is doing a Century.
signed to a family, which pays one
New Year’s motto, Psalm 73:24. “ Thou large winter’s work lumbering in the
dollar the first season, two dollars the
(Speclaft to Malms Woods.)
shalt guide me with thy counsel, and Dead River region.
second season, and so on, until the
Miss Della Butler visited her aunt,
fifth season, when about the full cost
Strong, January, 6.—Mr. and Mrs. afterwards receive me to g lo ry ." Mr.
FredTingley and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Holman is a most enthusiastic and in- j Mrs. Leander Daggett last week.
Better Conditions for Wage Earners Is collected. Last year 442 families
were assigned gardens, averaging
The following were week end guests
Must Tend to Improvement of
Tingley and children from Readfield, teresting speaker and is enjoyed by old
aiout one-sixth of an acre. The fam
Town Where They Reside.
arrived in town one day last week to and young as he always says something at Hotel Strong: M . A . Noble, Augus
ilies spread the fertilizer and plant,
ta; A. L. Knight, L. M . Harriman, C.
spend the winter. They will occupy helpful to all.
cultivate and harvest the crops, sup
A
suggestion
regarding
wages,
made
P.
Brackett
Leighton,
H.
C.
Perry,
the rent in Edward Sprague’ s house,
It has been very sickly the past few
plying their own tables and selling
in
the
Civic
Federation’s
report
on
formerly the Anna C. Hunter house.
weeks. Many have been suffering H. L. Gowen, E. E. Carter, C. C. Whit working conditions in department the surplus.
ney, Portland; W. L. Whittier, New
Miss Laura Luce has so far recovered from severe colds.
stores, is of special Interest. It is that
Portland; F. A. Lawton, Phillips; F. C.
fromher recent severe illness as to be
Bottomless.
employers pay the fare of employes
Roger Nye of Waterville visited Miss
Shackford,
Auburn;
Major
G.
R.
Rog*
»ble to resume her work as night op Freda Mitchell a few days recently.
Nervous Tourist—Are you sure the
living in the suburbs. This is done to
ers, P. N. Stour, Boston; J. F. Hulit, some extent in England.
driver is a strictly sober man? H®
erator in the Farmers’ telephone o f
Walter True is working for William •Portland; Fred Tingley, Readfield; A.
The plan is essentially one for rais does not look like an abstainer.
fice.
Goldsmith lumbering.
Landlord of Scotch
Inn—Wee 1,
M. Clark, Robert L. Seekins, P. B. ing the standard of living among its
E. A- Maines, formerly principal of
there’s not an abstainer about the
beneficiaries.
But
it
is
more
than
Mrs.
Frank
McLean
of
Stratton,
visj
Jameson,
Farmington;
C.
H.
Kinney,
the hign school, returned to Orono
place, ma’am, but he’s the next best
Monday morning to resume his studies ited her sister, Mrs. Henry Ramsdell a Bangor; C. C. Whitney Portland; H. this. It is a subsidy for efficiency, if thing toe it; ye canna fill that yon
you care to put it that way. Wbat the
few
days
recently.
G.
Buzzell,
H.
T.
Lowell,
J.
R.
Kirsch,
there.
fu\
P. W. Mason superintendent of the C. K. Barker, Lewiston; Frank E. Tay employer spent for this purpose he
The serious illness of Ray Spaulding
and his customers would receive
toothpick
mill
expects
to
start
the
mill
lor,
Madison;
Foss
Pierce,
Wilbur
has caused his relatives and friends
again in the form of better service,
For the Old Man to Decide.
much anxiety the past three weeks. in a few weeks. It is a fine structure Grant, A. B. Tucker, Strong, F. Pis- even without any reduction in hours.
Old Gotrox (savagely)—So you want
since
the
large
piece
was
added
last
|
dian,
Chicago,
111.;
Arthur
Briggs,
He is suffering from double pneumonia.
In addition, the report points out that
to marry my daughter, do you?. Do
Itis hoped he will have a complete re fall. The machinery is nearly all put H. C. Miller, Winthrop; Charles H. a better class of employes could be ob
you
think two can live as cheaply as
in place ready for operation.
Briggs, Hallowell; W. E. Noble, Wat- I tained, since they could be found
covery.
one?” Young Softly (slightly em
among
persons
already
living
in
the
erville;
D.
A.
Crocker,
W.
A.
P
eter-1
Walter
Bradford
has
a
large
crew
of
George Norton and Neil Luce re-1
barrassed)—“ I—I hardly think you
outskirts of the city. But all other
turned to U. of M , Monday morning men helping him harvest ice. The ice son, New Portland.
will notice any difference, sir.”—Puck.
considerations
yield
to
the
meaning
of
after spending their Christmas vacation is in excellent condition and he expects
such an arrangement for the lives of
to have his buildings filled in a few
withtheir parents.
Store Apples in Dry Sand.
NEW YORK FACING PROBLEM those concerned. One manager in
days.
Philadelphia is reported as intending
Miss Leola Worthley has been doing
A box of fresh dry sand is an excel
Miss Iva Whiting visited Mrs. F. J.
to try the plan.
lent thing to have in a corner of the
dressmaking for Mrs. Elford Winslow
Ward at Wilton several days last iveek. Proper Housing Conditions for Its In
storeroom or pantry. If apples are
thepast week.
creasing Population Seem to Bo
carefully packed in the said they will
Town Planning in Universities.
a Thing of the Future.
Earle Kingsley started to go into his | Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lewis have re
At the international congress of keep fresh and unshriveled for months.
slaughter house recently and saw a turned to their home in Unity after
To sum up, a million and a quarter town planning held at Ghent last sum
mink eating some meat. Mr. Kingsley spending a few weeks with his mother,
of souls, or more than one-third of the mer, M. Jules Brunfarst, architect of
immediately got a gun and captured Mrs. May Lewis and other relatives.
WORK THAT TELLS
tenement
house population that was Brussels, and member of the Royal
Mrs.
Anna
Bangs
is
in
poor
health
the mink, which proved to be a very
steeped
in
the environment which Academy of Belgium, communicated a
her
many
friends
are
sorry
to
know.
nice one.
report on the value of universities,
Misses Hattie and Flora Smith spent ■made for all unrighteousness, have
Roland Hinds spent Sunday with his
academies and schools of art establish Plenty of It Has Been Done Right
been
housed
decenely
and
safely,
and
Here In Phillips.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Hinds at Sunday with their sister, Mrs. Mabel the rest will be. Have we, then, ing definite courses of instruction in
Lewis.
Phillips.
solved, the housing problem in New town planning under its dual aspect of
George Preseon has been engaged as York?
technique and esthetic. He gave it as
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chandler enter
To thoroughly know the virtues
No, we have not. We have not real his opinion, which was generally in
tained his grandmother, Mrs. Butter janitor of the High school building.
dorsed, that all architects, engineers of a medicine you must investigate
The
Missionary
society
meets
today,
ized
the
ideal
of
the
little
house
with
fieldof Phillips a few days recently.
Doan’s Kidney Pills stand
and people intruded with the adminis Its work.
The village schools began Monday, ( Thursday) with Mrs. Ida Robbins- cheap rent, and we never shall real tration of* pubjio works, both for gov this test, and plenty o f proof eixista
ize it. Instead, rents have risen, and
They
have
very
interesting
meetings.
January 5, with the following teach
People who
Mrs. Henry Allen has been quite ill are rising yet. We have not less ernment districts and towns, should be right here in Phillips.
ers: Principal, C. E. Miller, of Winthrequired to have followed a course of testified years ago to relief
from
the
past
few
weeks
with
a
severe
cold,
j crowding, but more. We know now
rop; high school assistant, Miss Alice
instruction in civic design and to hold backache, kidney and urinary; dis
that
the
cliff
dweller
in
New
York
has
Monroe Hunt is in Livermore Falls
Smith, Portsmouth, N. H .; grammar.
come to stay, at least in the old city. a diploma for it. This, of course, was orders, now give confirmed tes
Miss Ella Fullerton, Monticellc; gram visiting his mother.
The problem now is how to bar the making a very bold claim for educa timony—declare the results have last
marassistant, Miss Hattie Smith, Phil- j Fernando Dow of New Vineyard was cliff dweller from crossing the bridges tional work in the subject, but there ed.
How can any Phillips sufferer
lips;intermediate, Mellie K. Bradford; in town a few days last week. He and into the New York tof the future. can be no doubt that sooner or later longer doubt the evidence?
it will be looked upon as a part of the
Mrs.
Dow
are
planning
to
move
back
Since
the
point
of
saturation
was
primary, Miss Florence Luce. Super
necessary equipment of the municipal
Elbridge Dill, farmer, Phillips, Me.,
intendent Elford Winslow takes great here to work in the toothpick mill this reached in the crowded region south constructor and engineer.
of Fourtenth street and the exodus
says:
‘‘I appreciate what Doan’s Kid
winter.
care to have his schools supplied with
ney Pills have done for me.
I am
The second oyster supper for the thence began, the tenement builder
efficient teachers.
Vacant Lot Gardening.
has been busy in the boroughs. It is
glad
to
confirm
my
former
public
en
winning
side
of
the
shooting
match
Mrs. Ella Dow, who visited friends
Vacant lot gardens in the large cities ;
easy to foresee that the time may
Doan’s Kidney Pills,
intown several days recently, returned was served last Saturday night in come when the conditions of Manhat >f America represent a form of practi- |dorsement.
produced from Cragin’s Drug store,
to her home in Phillips last Friday : Bates hall. Sam Johnson’s side has tan will be reproduced in the newer
won in both matches, winning by a few regions, without the defense of Man
(now Preble's Drug store), have kept
noon.
SNEFFELS. COL. A. J. Walsh was badly
hattan that it is pent betw een two done up with rheumatism and sent for Foley kid my kidneys in good working order
Mrs. Anna Bates has been in Phil- j points in the last match.
ney Pills which was the only thing that would
lips the past few days visiting Miss ' Miss Marguerite Sample has returned rivers. How to prevent this is the cure him. Geo. Potter o f Pontiac, Mo. was down and have relieved me of the dull
nightmare
of
social
reformers
of
conhome
from
Ernest
Smith's
where
she
back
on
his back with kidrey and bladder trouble and ache across the small o f my
AdaVining and other relatives.
Foley Kidney Pills made him well and ab e to
has
been
working
the
past
few
weeks.
and
trouble
with
the
kidney
secret
work
It
is
a
splendid
m
edicine
and
always
Mrs. J. C. Terrill of Phillips visited
helps. Just try it
Mrs. Hudson of Portland has arrived
ions.’11
relatives in town Sunday.
R. H. PREBLE.
in
town
to
spend
the
winter
with
her
The prayer meeting for the next
daughter, Mrs. Augustus Norton.
Melzor Phillips is working on the
ADIFFERENCE IN W ORKING HOURS
section for David Richardson.
Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil Clears
A man’s working day is 8 hours. His bodyorThe many friends of Miss Lulu Phil
?ms must work p erfectly 24 hours to keep him
Gas Gut Quickly.
fit for 8 hours work. weak, sore, inactive kid lips are glad to know she is slowly re
ney*can not do it. They must be sound and
bealtiiily active all the time. Foley Kidney Pills j covering frem her recent severe illness
will make them so. You cannot take them into caustd by pneumonia.
Thousands of distressed persons will
jwrayatem without good results following.
go back to using castor oil now that it
R. H. PREB LE
Mr. and M,rs. Herbert Pease and is tasteless.
A d r t child from Leeds visited his parents, j Tnere is nothing like Kellogg’s Taste
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pease a few days less Castor Oil to clear out the “ inner
last week.
They returned to their j man.’ ’ It is a relief for the pain and
P R O B A T E N O T IC E 8 .
bloating of gas.
home Morday morning.
Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil is a
At a Probata Court held at Farmington, in and
Mrs. May Kellogg has been suffering new and remarkable discovery. The
firtheCounty o f Frankliri, on the third Tuesday
^December, in the year o f our Lord one thous- from a severe cold the past week.
nauseous taste and smell are taken
ud nine hundred and thirteen.
Mrs. Theron B. Hunter remains in out, but nothing else. It’s all of the
Jtafollowing mattershaving been presented for
JMaction thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is very poor health her many friends are oil, but none of the taste, and so well
kwby ORDERED:
purified that it acts better, without
Hat notice thereof be given tc all persons in- sorry to know.
griping, and does not upset the stom
l<rweted. by causing a copy o f this order to be
Last Friday afternoon fhe “ Jolly Six ach. Children taWe it readily.
Mkli'hed three weeks successively in the Maine
^ood«. a newspaper published at Phillips, in said teen of Us’ ’ met with Mrs. Harry
Women and workers indoors find
County, that they may appear at a Probate Court
tobeheld at said Farmington, on the third Tues- Chandler and spent a most delightful Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil a quick
relief from the distress of poor di
«fof January. A. D. 1914, at ten o’ clock in the
lorMoon, and be heard thereon if they see afternoon. The time was spent in so gestion, and it is a perfect laxative.
wise,
ciability and sewing. During the time Kellogg’s is not mixed or flavored, just
Isaac F. Tibbetts, late o f R a "g e ’ey, deceased.
account o f administration presented by Mrs. Chandler served ice cream, cake, a true, tasteless castor oil.
Ask for Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor
Fffljtt E. Tibbetts, administrator, and petition cookies and nabiscoes. Among those
lot license to sell real estate o f said deceased.
Oil at any drug store.
Not sold in
Presented.
present were Mrs. June Allen, Mrs. bulk, but in 25c or 50c bottles, tradeMinnie Ellis o f Rangeley. ward. Second ac- Mable Lewis, Mrs. Rose Kingsley, Mrs. marked with a green castor leaf bear
presented by Eugene I. Herrick, guardian. ,
Made
AbramRoss, laie o f Rangeley, deceased. First j Bernice Richardson, Mrs. Florence Mc- ing the signature, Kellogg’s.
)c«ount presented by H. A. Furbish, administra" . Phail, Mrs. Edith Starbird, Mrs. Cora only by Spencer Kellogg and Sons, Inc.,
tor.
Buffalo, N. Y., refiners of vegetable
The next meeting will be held oils.
James P. Dudley, late o f Eustis. deceased. First Burns.
ftoountpresented by Herbert H. Landers, admin- January 14 with Mrs. Starbird. It is
Advt.
•ttrator.
riM k
Orrin R. Walker, late o f Phillips, deceased, hoped all members will be present.
fual account presented by C. E. B. Walker, exMiss Marion Presson has taken
ooutor,and Hannah E. Walker, executrix.
rooms with Mrs. Edgar McPhail and
J. H. THOMPSON. Judge o f Said Court.
Attest: A. L. Fenderson, Register.
will attend High school.
Atrue oopy.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Leighton enter- j
tained Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Look and j
NOTICE.
son Burchard last Monday evening.
Tbesubscriber hereby gives notice that he has
**Puuly aopointed Administrator o f the estate
Harold Welch was in Skowhegan re
Con n m 0n Morrison late o f Rangeley. in the
1 have the sam e piano for from $50 to $75 less
unty of Franklin, deceased, and given bonds cently visiting friends.
the law directs. All persons having demands
Fred Look was in New Vineyard one
the estate of said deceased are desired to
than city concerns g e t out o f you w ith “ highest
the same for settlement, and all indebted day last week and called on his parents

VILLAGE SCHOOLS
COMMENCE
The “Jolly Sixteen of Us’' Have
an Enjoyable Meeting.

RAISING STANDARD OF LIVING

LIKE POISON IS THE
GAS OF INDIGESTION

Brighten Y our Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

WALL PAPER

For This Purpose In
Great Variety A t

C. E. DYER'S,

STR O N C,

This is th e tim e for

-

-

M A IN E .

TO PIANO BUYERS

Watkins Liniment
and Cough Remedy.

|t*to are requested to make payment immedijjHrf;
December 16,1913.

H. A . Furbish

NOTICE.
, 1esubecriber hereby gives notice that she has
of o “r y appointed Administrator o f the estate
Counh,Jan»'n ^ McK>en. late o f Strong in the
** th i Fr*,k,in. deceased, and given bends
!®w diwewca. All persons having demands
t ml*
said deceased are desired to
9anve f ° r *®tUement. and all indebted
jjT*0 are requested to make payment immedi•

Kenneth A. Rollins
December 16. 1913.

aw ards” , “ 108 checks” , “ club sales” , etc., etc.
T I I E C H R IS T M A S D IN N E R .

In s p it e o f th e f a c t t h a t th e w o r d
d y s p e p s ia m e a n s li t e r a l l y b a d c o o k
it w i l l n o t b e f a i r fo r m a n y to la y th e
b la m e o n th e c o o k i f t h e y b e g in th e
C h r is tm a s D in n e r w it h lit t l e a p p e t it e
and end it w it h d is t r e s s o r n a u s e a .
It
m ay n ot be fa ir fo r a n y to do th a t—
let us h o p e s o f o r th e s a k e o f th e c o o k !
T h e d is e a s e d y s p e p s ia in d ic a t e s a bad
stom a ch , th a t
is
a
w eak
stom a ch ,
r a th e r th a n a b a d c o o k , a n d f o r a w e a k
s t o m a c h th e r e is n o t h in g e ls e e a u a l to
H o o d ’s
S a r s a p a r illa ,
It
g iv e s
th e
s t o m a c h v i g o r a n d ton e, c u r e s d y s p e p 
sia, c r e a t e s a p p e t it e , a n d m a k e s e a t in g
th e p le a s u r e it s h o u ld be.

Over 1,000 satisfied
customers in Franklin County.

See me before you buy=not after.

ERNEST L. M!LLS,
TH E W A T K IN S M AN
Pleasant St.,

Phillips, Me.

CHAS. W. NORTON,
C h urch

S tr e e t

«

-

F a r m in g to n ,

l*1' t i n e

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE,

u
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and the public is cordially invited to at
tend.
At a meeting of the Ladies’ Social
Union January 6, the following officers
were elected for the year 1914: Presi
dent, Mrs. Esma True; vice-president,
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Austin and Mr.
Mrs. Emma Greenwood; secretary,
and Mrs. D. F. Field, went to Augusta
Miss Miriam Brackett, treasurer, Mrs.
Tuesday morning to attend the meeting
Clare Noble. The .next meeting will
of the Fish and Game association.
be held with Mrs. Clare Field January
Mrs. George Bean went to Byron last
20, at 2.30 o’clock. Several new mem
week Wednesday, to visit her parents,
bers have been added the past year.
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Reed for a week.
Mr. Albert Leavitt o f New Vineyard
Mr. Reed is in very poor health.
was in town with a four horse team
Lew Noble of Bowdoin returned to
one day last week, enroute to Long
school Monday noon.
Pond where he will work this winter.
Miss Gertrude Davenport was the
Otto Badger is hauling ice from a
guest of Miss Cora Wheeler Tuesday,
pond near Cliff Hunter's for Joel Wil
enroute to Dixfield from a few days’*
bur.
visit in Madrid.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cates are
The regular annual meeting o f North
spending a few weeks with Mrs. Cates’
Franklin Pomona Grange, No. 22 P. of
H., will be held at Grange Hall, Phil daughter, Mrs. Otto Badger.

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
Miss Luette Timberlake has arrived
home after a visit with her niece, Mrs.
Bay Estes in Canton, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Childs from Curtis
Corner, visited their daughter , Mrs.
Frank Edwards last week.
Will Grant of Kennebago was in
town last weak.
Mrs. N. H. Harnden was ill a few
days last week.
Fred C. Robinson who has been
working in Rumford returned to Farm
ington to pass Christmas with his fam
ily.
W O N D E R F U L COUGH R E M E D Y
D r. K i n g ’ s N e w D i s c o v e r y is k n o w n
e v e r y w h e r e a s th e r e m e d y w h ic h w ill
s u r e ly s t o p a c o u g h o r c o ld D . P. L a w so n
o f E id s o n ,
T enn.
w r ite s :
“ D r.
K i n g ’s N e w D i s c o v e r y is th e m o s t w o n 
d e r f u l c o u g h , c o ld a n d t h r o a t a n d lu n g
m e d ic in e 1 e v e r s o ld in m y s t o r e . It
c a n ’ t 'be b e a t. I t s e lls
w ith o u t
any
t r o u b le a t a ll. I t n e e d s n o g u a r a n t e e .”
T h is is tru e , b e c a u s e D r. K i n g ’ s N e w
D i s c o v e r y w i l l r e lie v e th e m o s t o b s t i 
n a te
of
coughs
and
c o ld s .
Lung
t r o u b le s a u ic k ly h e lp e d b y its u se. Y o u
s h o u ld k e e p a b o t t le in th e h o u s e at
a ll tim e s f o r a ll th e m e m b e r s o f th e
fa m ily . 50c. a n d $1.00. A l l D r u g g i s t s o r
b y m a il. H . E . B u c k le n & C o. P h ila d e l
phia or St. LouIn.

lips, on Thursday January 15, at 10
o’clock a. m. Picnic dinner. Mrs. Kate
Ellis of Fairfield a State deputy, and
prominent in Grange work throughout
the state, will be present as installing
officer. In the evening at Grange hall,
she "will give an illustrated lecture
which is free and open to the public.
Pearl Ramsdell of Weld was in town
Sunday.
Miss Mildred Savage has been work
A d rt ing for Mrs. Everett Beedy for the
past few weeks.
Bernard and Harold Beedy drove to
Livermore Tuesday morning in the
wee small hours to visit their parents,
W E S O L IC IT T H E P A T R O N
Mr. an<J Mrs. Walter Beedy. Their
aunt, Mrs. Walter Toothaker went by
A Q E O F T H A T CLA SS S F D E
train.
Tuesday evening a donation
P O S IT O R S
W HO
C O N 8 ID E R
party was to be held for Mr. and Mrs.
ABSOLUTE
SAFETY
F IR S T. j Beedy.
Miss Edith Morton returned to her
O U R C A P IT A L A N D 8 U R P L U 8 |
i school in Springvale last Saturday.
O F $110,000.00
guarantees!
Ernest Thompson has returned to
T H A T S A FE TY , A N D OUR
IN  i Kent’s Hill, after spending his vaca' tion with his mother, Mrs. Ernest
T E R E S T R A T E IS T H E HIGH-!
|Mills.
E 8 T R A T E C O N S IS T E N T W IT H
Mrs. Kate Ellis of Fairfield, will lec
ture in the Grange hall Thursday even
SUCH SA FETY.
ing, January 15, on “ Good Health and
Home Sanitation," with stereopticon
i views. No addmission will be charged

Phillips National
Bank
PHILLIPS,

-

MAINE

Sedgeley 8- Go.
GOLD S E A L
When you need a good wearing rubber buy the Gold
Seal.

M OCCASINS
Men’s high moccasins,
Men’s moccasins with tap,

WELD

Jan. 5.
At the Union church Sunday, Janu
ary 4. The pastor gave a New Year’ s
message, using as a text the last part
of the 13th verse o f the 3rd chapter of
Phillippians. Mrs. F. A. Perkins of
Andover sssisted in the music and also
sang “ The Holy C ity ." in the even
ing there were union services ;at the
Union church. Rev. C. L. Woodworth
gave the message using as a text the
57th verse of the 15th chapter of 1 Cor.
Mrs. Perkins again favored with a solo
“ Face to Face."
Saturday evening, January 10, there
will be a drama in Grange hall under
the auspices of the Congregational Y.
P. S. C. E.
Floyd Witham has gone to No 6 to
work.
Misses Esther and Fay Conant have
gone to Winthxop.
Miss Lettie Ellis is visiting in Phil
lips.
Miss Belle Adams has returned from
Dryden.
Althea Parlin returns to Kent’s Hill
this week to resume her studies there
at the seminary.
WOMEN A N D WET FEET
Nellie Vining, Centre Hill, is visiting
[ Cold and wet feet are a dangerous combination in Temple.
%
i especially to women, and congested kidney often
] result. Backache, urinary irregularities and
Julia Ellis is working at A. G. Masrheumatic fevers are not unusual results. Foley
|Kidney Pills restore the regular and normal a c ■ terman’s.
! tion o f kidneys and bladder and remove the cause
Miss May Russell who haB been
I o f the trouble. Contain no habit forming drugs.
R. H. PREBLE.
spending her yacation with her parents
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Russell, has re
turned to her school at Livermore
Falls.
Harold Foster who is working at
Kingfield was home January 1.
Ray Ellsworth has returned from Sa
lem and gone to work for the American
Enamel Co.
Verne Conant is workng at Eben
Hamden’s.
There was a New Year’s entertain
ment at the Union church, January 1.
V. G. Masterman has returned from
Lewiston.

One lot men’s and boys’ white shirts to close at
25c each
One lowboys’ knee pants, original prices 25c, 50c,
75c and $1.00,
25c pair
One lot men’s black worsted vests, worth $2.00,
75c each
One lot men’ s sweaters, $2.00, $3.00 and $3.50
values,
$1.00 each
One lot men’ s long wool hose, $1.00 grade,
50c pair
One lot boys’ knee pant suits, 4 to 10 years,
$1.00 each
One lot boys’ long pant suits, 15, 16 and 17 years,
it
$10.00 and $12.00 grade,
6.00
One only boys’ long pant suit, 16 yrs., $15.00
grade for
8.50
One lot boys’ long pant suits, 13 and 15 yrs.,
$5.00 and $6.00 grade,
3.00 each
Two odd black coats, size 34, $5.00 grade,
2.00 t i
One lot mens’ black worsted pants, $3.00 to $5.00
ii
values,
2.00
ti
One lot young men’ s overcoats, $10.00 grade,
5.00
One lot light weight rubber coats, $5.00 grade,
3.50 < t
One only rubberized coat, $2.75 grade,
1.50
One lot boys’ overcoats and reefers, 3 to 6 yrs.,
ti
$3.00 grade for
1.50
One lot boys’ overcoats, 8 to 16 yrs., $5.00 and
$6.00 values for
2.50 i t
ii
One lot men’ s overcoats, $5.00 to $10.00 grade,
3.00
it
One lot boys’ 50c winter caps,
25c
N one o f the above goods can be returned for
exchange.

TAYLOR HILL

Men’s leather top,

$2.25, $2.50, $3.00, $3.75, $4.25, $4.50

O VERSH OES
Men’s 4-buckle overshoes,
Men’s 4-buckle, first quality,
Men’s all rubber. Gold Seal overshoes,
Ladies’ 3-buckle overshoes,

*\

N o . 5 Beal Block,

A gency fo r Universal Steam
Laundry.
Open Saturday Evenings.

2.50
3.50
2.25

$2.50 to $4.00
50c, 75c and $1.00

Men’s felt boots and rubbers,
Ladies’ gaiters,

SHOES
$ 1.25

Ladies’ warm shoes,
Men’ s felt shoes,

2.00

GLO VES A N D M ITTEN S
$3.50

Ladies’ fur lined gloves and mittens,

B L A N K E T S A N D PU FFS
75 cents, $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 and $3.50

Blankets,
Puffs,

BUT
The place to buy the very best Drj
Goods. Shoes, Rubbers, Hosiery,
Underwear, N otions, etc., for
the m oney is at our store.

C. M. HOYT
Farmers' telephone

I shall sell the remainder

Home Canned

of my

Greens, Peas, Beans and
Mustard Pickles..

W inter Hosiery,

A new barrel of

U n d erw ea r and Millinery at

Pickled Salmon

reduced prices.

AND

MRS. J. C TIRRELL,

Salt Mackerel
Sauerkraut

If Lister Had Been Commercial.

If Lister had sold his discovery of
the antiseptic dressing of wounds,
would his name stand where it does
among
the
immortals? — Toronto
Globe.

Phillips, Me.

No. 2 Beal Block,

!

TEAS, COFFEES

. YOU WILL FIND

10c lb. 3 lbs. 25c.

i BEAN’S
Phone 39-12

TOOTHAKER’S

a nice new line of

C A N N E D GOODS
AT

JANUARY SALE OF WATCHES!

B. S . BEEDY’S

The Grocer’ s.
Did someone forget to give you a
watch or did you forget to buy one for
somebody? Now is your chance. By
NOTICE
co-operation with the factories we have
Please address all communication
been able to arrange for this sale.
First callers have first choice, so call to New Sharon, Maine and receive
prompt and careful attention.
early.

AND COCOAS
at

MAINE.

PHILLIPS,

■
■
THE “ M ISCH IEF Q U A RTETTE” A N D IT ’ S
WORK.
Each y ea r the month o l January numbers its
list o f victim s from influenza, la grippe, bron
chitis and pneumonia. The prom pt use o f Fol"
ey’s Honey and Tar Compound will check the
onset o f a cold and stop a cough, preventing the
development to more serious conditions. Keep it
on hand,
R. H. PREBLE

CASH STORE

! * * * * * t *. H W H W W U H H U H W H H W W H H W H W W H U H W

2.00

FE LTS

Jan. 5.
The wedding bells will soon be ring
ing.
Master Neil Vaughan called on S. D.
Fuller at Camp Sunset recently.
Snow enough now to make good sled
ding and all the lumbermen are wearing
a broad smile.
Morton Vaughan has moved his fam
ily from Camp Sunrise at Taylor Hill to I
his home at Strong village. They will !
be missed very much.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Dickey enter
tained their daughter and husband, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Mitchell of Avon on
Xmas day; also Mr. and Mrs. S. D.
Fuller. They all spent a very pleasant
day.

BREAKFAST FOODS
Phillips, Me.

$

BUTTERICK PATTERNS IN STOCK

A T T H E C L O T H IN G S T O R E

D. F. HOYT,

2.00

R U BBERS

MARK DOWN SALE.

It has always been our policy
to close out at a low price all odd
lots and sizes in clothing and fu r
nishing goods. W e are now offer
ing the follow ing bargains which
in some cases are but a fraction o f
the original cost.

$

$3.00 and 3.50

FRANK F. GRAVES,

A . G. C R O N K H I T E ,
PHILLIPS,

-

SUBSCRIBE

NOW

WOODS AND
i

LOCAL

-

FOR

MAINE

READ ALL
NEWS.

Registered Optometriit

MAINE

THE

You w a n t to advertise where y«*
can get th e beet results from mon*7
expended.

T r y M aine Woode.

